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ATTENTION

"Angelchild"

The Clemson-UNC football
game will be televised nationally at 4 p.m. tomorrow on
ESPN.

Clemson's Writer-ln-Residence
Mark Steadman has recently
written a third novel, "Angelchild." For more about Steadman
and his book, see page 12.
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New registration process to end long lines
by Mark Schoen
editor in chief

file photo

Students will not need to stand in line for drop/add forms in
January as a new registration process is being tested next
semester.

A new registration process
being tested next semester
will extend Christmas vacation two days for as many as
half of the University's
students.
Students who prepay tuition, preregister for classes
and have no special enrollment problems will not be re-_
quired to attend registration
Monday, Jan. 4 or Tuesday,
Jan. 5, according to Registrar

Former ACC and NBA
basketball star Bobby
Jones came to Clemson
last Thursday to speak for
the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. Jones lectured
about his basketball career
and how his life as a Christian led him throughout
that career.
Jones accumulated
numerous
honors
throughout his career. His
three years at the University of North Carolina
were highlighted by a trip
to the Final Four his
sophomore year, as well as
being named a member of
the 1972 U.S. Olympic
team. Jones went on to
play 11 seasons in the professional ranks, receiving
the NBA's Sixth Man
Award, being named to the
NBA All-Defensive first
team ten times, and winning a World Championship
ring with the Philadelphia
76ers in 1983.

"But looking back to my
junior high days, I was so
uncoordinated that it's
really a miracle that I ever
played sports at all,"
claimed Jones in his lecture. "I wore a size 16 shoe
by the age of 16, and I was
always messing up with
my feet or dribbling the
ball off my foot.
"At that point of my life
I remember thinking, 'Why
in the world did God
punish me like this?' But
later on in life I realized
that it was more of a blessing. I didn't fall down that
much. I had a good foundation, and I thank God for
that. That's the greatest
foundation I think I really
ever had."
He said his father was
mainly responsible for
pushing him to play sports
in those junior high years,
and while in high school he
realized that he enjoyed
that group which he fit into
as an athlete.
"My motivation to play
basketball was that accep-

by Tom Meares
staff writer

Bobby Jones
former NBA great

tance I got from being an
athlete. That was really an
ego trip for me. And I'd
have to say that then,
basketball was really my
god. It was all I wanted to
do. I ended up going to
North Carolina mainly
because they had a good
basketball program."
He said that his first
year at Chapel Hill "was
really the turning point in
my life in a lot of ways. I
had been living life the way
I thought those guys (his
see Jones, page three

Construction on institute to begin next month
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
Construction on the Strom
Thurmond Institute, which
was delayed because of budget overruns, is expected to
begin in December, a University official announced last
week.
Jack Wilson, vice president
for facilities planning and
management, said that the
University plans to award the

institute's building contract
to the lowest bidder, Carlson
Southeastern Corp. of
Charlotte.
Wilson said the University
received eight bids on the
project, ranging from $4.73
million to $5.62 million. The
award of the contract to the
North Carolina company will
not be official until the other
bidders have had 16 days to
protest the decision.
The budget for the construction, which is expected

a copy of their class schedules, and unless they want to
drop or add classes, they will
be automatically registered,
Smith said.
Students who do not go
through registration should
attend their scheduled classes
beginning Wednesday, Jan. 6,
Smith said.
Students who are not satisfied with their schedules may
go through the normal registration process to drop or add
see Registration, page three

Million-dollar Shirley gift
to benefit Cooper Library

NBA star speaks on career
by J. Scott Broaddus
staff writer

Stanley Smith.
The number of students
qualifying for registration exemption may be as many as
half, said Phil Lyles, systems
development manager in the
Office of Administration Programming Services.
The Office of the Registrar
will mail letters to all returning students during Christmas vacation telling them
whether they wiU need to attend registration, Smith said.
Students who have prepaid
and preregistered will receive

to be completed in 24 months,
is $5 million, Wilson said.
The two-story institute will
include offices, a working
library, conference rooms and
a 275-seat auditorium. There
also will be an archives section to house the papers, memorabilia and other collections
of Sen. Strom Thurmond.
The institute also will include offices for Thurmond
and his wife, Nancy, which
they will use when they are at
the University.

Until state funding improves, Boykin said part of
the Shirley Endowment will
have to be used to cover immediate library expenses.
"We're having to go to
private funds to get anything
done," Boykin said.
Future usage of the gift includes the implementation of
new educational formats, including specialized audio,
video and computer software,
Boykin said.
"Presently, our primary
medium of information is
books," he said. "We would
like to expand into other
media to better serve the
needs of students and
faculty."
The Shirleys allotted
$300,000 of the fund specificaUy for the humanities,
which enabled the University
to receive the $100,000
challenge grant. The remaining $700,000 of the Shirley
Endowment will be used as
particular needs are identified, Boykin said.
"Possible uses of the fund
include new areas of emphasis
that will develop as part of
Clemson's Second Century
program," Boykin said.
Boykin said advances in
computer software technology will make educational
information increasingly
more accessible.

University President Max
Lennon announced last Friday the second largest cash
gift in Clemson's history.
The Shirley Endowment,
worth $1.1 million, will
benefit the Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library. It was given
in memory of Callie Jones
Shirley by her six surviving
children.
"This gift is particularly
important," Lennon said,
"because the quality of the
library is so significant to the
quality of the University. You
can't build a great university
without having a great library
as the cornerstone."
Lennon said that because
the Shirley Endowment is a
cash gift, it can be put to
work immediately.
Since 1981, the Shirleys
have invested $540,000 in the
fund and will add another
$460,000 in January. An additional $100,000, received
through a National Endowment for the Humanities
challenge grant, brings the
total to $1.1 million.
Director of Libraries Joe
Boykin said the gift will be instrumental in dealing with
the increasing costs of periodicals and technical journals.
"Because of the devaluation of the dollar, the cost of
"These are the areas in
many of our technical jour- which Clemson should excel
nals, many of which are because of our commitment to
printed in other nations, has the students and faculty and
skyrocketed," he said.
because of our status as the
"This year we had to slice state's center for high
our book budget in half to technology teaching and
have money for periodicals." research," Boykin said.
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Condom policy sparks five-week debate
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
When Redfern Health
Center decided to distribute
condoms free of charge this
semester, it sparked a debate
in the Student Senate that
lasted five weeks and produced petitions, false accusations and three resolutions
that saw numerous changes.
The debate that questioned
the morality and effectiveness of Redfern's decision
progressed as follows:
Aug. 28
An article appears in "The
Tiger" in which Robert H.
Burley, director of Redfern,
announces that the health
center is distributing condoms free of charge to University students who request
them. Purpose: to offer protection against the AIDS
virus.
Sept. 28
Former Student Senate
president Ron Merritt introduces to Student Senate the
resolution that begins the
controversy. The resolution
states that Redfern requires
students requesting condoms
to fill out a form "questioning" the recipient's sexual
practuces and requires a
signature." Merrit's resolution states that this should be

New microlab
facility available
to students

alleged requirement of a
signature from students requesting condoms.
A Redfern representative,
stopped immediately" and
Joan Miller, says that the acthat "condoms should be cusation in Merritt's resoluhanded
out
without
tion is false.
questions."
Miller also says that
Moore's suggestion of charging students for condoms
has been tried for three
Oct. 1
years—only
72 condoms were
In an interview with "The
Tiger" Burley denies all of the sold. During the first two
resolution's accusations. months of this semester 3,000
Burley says that all students condoms had been given
she said.
are required to fill out a away,
"Necessary Service" is amroutine form for all Redfern
ended to support Redfern's
services.
policy and is sent to the
General Affairs Committee
for consideration.
Oct. 12
Merritt's resolution is withdrawn by the Food and Oct. 19
Health Committee.
A medical student presents
This committee introduces 260 petitions supporting
"Stop Now," a resolution "Stop Now" saying "we need
that asks that Redfern stop to be promoting a change in
using the student medical fee lifestyle, not safe sex."
to Durchase condoms for free
"Stop Now" is brought bedistribution because of the fore the senate, even though
"various religious and moral it failed in committee, where
creeds" represented on1 it fails to pass. The vote: 8 in
campus.
favor, 47 against, 2 abLee Moore, chairman of the stentions.
committee, suggests that Redfern charge students for the
condoms or that condom Nov. 2
machines be provided in bath"Necessary Service," amrooms.
ended to support Redfern's
Merritt presents another distribution process of conresolution, "Necessary Ser- doms, is passed by the senate
vice," denouncing Redfern's 28-11.

analysis
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Going up?
Physical Plant workers began replacing the air conditioning units on top of Manning Hall this Monday. They
plan to complete their work by Wednesday.

Asbestos abatement project
underway in Lever Hall
by Jennifer Brown
news editor

by Taso Arabatzis
staff writer
Since the beginning of this
semester, electrical and computer engineering students
have had access to a new
microlab facility.
Mentor Graphics and NCR
donated a total of $250,000
worth of computer-aided
design software and hardware
to the electrical and computer
engineering department.
"Our students are getting a
first-hand experience with
current software and technology by using this equipment," said Wayne Bennett,
head of the electrical and computer engineering department.
"It enables them [students]
to design and layout digital
systems, something in the
range of a digital watch to a
computer," Bennett said.
Bennett said that two
classes were taught how to
program on the new equipment before it was installed.
Now the students have the
opportunity to get hands-on
experience, Bennett said.
"This CAD facility is very
useful for our students and
makes it possible to give a
course in design," said Kelvin
Poole, associate professor in
the electrical and computer
engineering department.
' It includes nine NCR
workstations networked with
another two major ones and
the VAX machines. Integrated circuit design is an important issue of current technology and its complexity
makes the use of computers
necessary. That's why
students are going to benefit
a lot out of this equipment,"
Bennett said.

Ken Birchfield/senior staff photographer

The scale on the left indicates the number of
tickets (in thousands) written this semester. The unshaded portion represents the tickets written since last
week.

Workers began removing
asbestos from the ground
floor of Lever Hall this Monday, according to Peter
Perhac, director of housing.
"In order for us to renovate
and remodel the old canteen
[in the ground floor of Lever
Hall], the asbestos must be
removed," Perhac said.
"Once it is removed, we will
convert the room into a student lounge."
The student lounge project
was approved in December

1984, said Gary Padgett,
director of residence services.
"The University-wide
study to locate asbestos problems on campus listed the
lounge site as a problem
area," Padgett said. "The
project was halted until the
asbestos could be removed.
"We will be looking for
ways to expedite jobs,"
Padgett said. "Perhaps we
will look into forming an oncampus asbestos removal
team to avoid long waits for
outside contractors."
Padgett expects the lounge
to be ready early this spring.

Panhellenic Council seeks to establish new sorority
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
The governing council of
nine of the campus' sororities
has asked the University
for permission to form a new
sorority, and Manning Hall is
a tentative site for housing
for the sorority, said the council's president Tuesday.
"There's been a large increase in the number of girls
going through rush," said
Nancy Wolf, president of
Panhellenic Council.
Wolf said that the Greek
organizations have a quota
system that limits the
number of members the
groups can accept.
"If we add another sorority
we feel that more girls will be
given the opportunity to
pledge a sorority," Wolf said.
"The Greek system has
continued to grow quite
rapidly, and we feel that we

need to keep pace with the
growth," she said.
Wolf said that a particular
sorority has not been chosen
yet; the Panhellenic Council is
waiting for permission from
the University.
"If the University says 'no'
then we'll try to add another
sorority at a better time,"
Wolf said.
Grant Burns, student body
president, said that the new
sorority would take approximately 48 beds in Manning
from non-Greek students.
"Manning would be the
most logical place to put them
[the sorority's members], because we don't want to spread
them all over campus," Burns
said.
Peter Perhac, director of
the University Housing Department, said his department is not against the plans.
"Our position is that it [the
new sorority] would be okay,"
Perhac said. "What we're

looking for is student feedback from Student Senate
and the Housing Committee
of the senate and from the
residents of Manning."
After receiving student
reaction, Perhac said that his
department will decide whether
or not to support the proposal.
"As housing director, I'm
not against it [the proposal],
but I want to know what the
students' input is," Perhac
said.
Michelle Toney, director of
the Student Government Research and Development
Committee, said that her
committee is gathering the information from students in
Manning and also from a random sampling of the general
student population.
"We are just taking a survey so Housing can make the
judgment whether or not it
wants to move the [non-

The Greek system
has continued to
grow quite rapidly,
and we feel that we
need to keep pace
with the growth.
Nancy Wolf
Panhellenic Council
President

Greek] students," Toney said.
. Perhac said that if the Manning residents and random
sampling of students approve
the new sorority in Manning,
the Housing Department
would have to make some provisions for those non-Greek
who are forced to move from
Manning.
Burns said that "this
underscores one more time
how badly we need more housing on campus."
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Coming up

from page one

teammates and friends) would
like me and accept me. I was
doing all right, but I found
out there was an emptiness in
my life that only Christ can
fill."
One of the things that
Jones felt had a big impact on
him was a trip he took to an
F.C.A. basketball conference
in Arkansas. He said the
thing that impressed him the
most "was not the ability of
the players, but it was the
fact that not only the coaches
and the pastors who spoke,
but almost every other player
carried around a Bible."
"And they looked into that
Bible and read it as if it were
real and important in their
lives. That made me realize a
lot about the Bible. Before
that I'd thought of it as sort

of a history book that always
sat around on the family
shelf. But after the conference, started to realize that
there was something to this
book, and I needed to get into
it."
It was also at North
Carolina, playing under
Coach Dean Smith, when
Jones said he decided to concentrate on the defensive
aspect of his basketball game.
"If you play good defensive
basketball, the coach will
always encourage you and
he'll be there saying, 'Way to
hustle' or 'Way to block that
shot,' where on offense there
is always the opportunity to
make mistakes."
In 1974 Jones entered the
professional basketball ranks
when he signed to play for the

Denver Nuggets. During his
stay in Denver, he developed
epilepsy, a disease marked by
erratic and uncontrollable convulsions.
Bobby played in Denver until 1978, when he was traded
to Philadelphia. He says he
believes Denver traded him
because of his disease, and
also that he learned "to praise
the Lord for all things,
because all things will work
for our benefit. I even praised
Him for epilepsy, because it
did a lot of things in my life. It
even brought me closer to the
Lord, and made me more
dependent on Him."
During his seven seasons
with the Sixers, the team went
to three NBA Championship
series, and in 1983, they won
the world title.

Registration
from page one

classes. All students will be
able to drop and add classes
Jan. 4 and 5, and it will not be
necessary to pick up drop/add
forms from the Scheduling
Office.
"We're trying to eliminate
the lines as much as
possible," Smith said.
"Under the old system, many
students just pick up their
schedules, sign them and turn
them in. From my standpoint,
it will help us better serve the
students with registration
problems if we cut down the
number going through the
process," he said.
Students who do not preregister, do not prepay or
have special enrollment problems will receive a letter dur-

ing Christmas vacation telling them that they need to go
through the normal registration process, Smith said.
Typical reasons which
would cause a student to need
to go through registration include debts to the University
totaling more than $50, the
need for signatures on government loans checks and extensive scheduling problems,
Smith said.
"If you incur a debt and
don't pay it, you're going to
get caught up in registration," said Tom Harbin,
assistant vice president for
financial management. "The
important thing is prepaying
and taking care of any
changes in charges (if

students want to avoid going
through registration)."
The deadline for prepayment is Dec. 14.
Students who do not need
to go through registration
may still move into University housing Sunday, Jan. 3.
"Everyone can still move in
on the weekend, because that's
a great time to move in," Lyles
said. "But they won't have to
get up at eight o'clock on Monday and Tuesday."
Students who do not go
through registration may
pick up their fee receipts and
student use cards in the lobby
of Sikes Hall from 1-6 p.m.
Jan. 6, 7, 11 and 12 by
presenting their student ID
card.

Nov. 6

Video Lecture: "Carcinogens, Anticarcinogens and Risk Assessment."
Presented by Bruce Ames of the
University of California at Berkeley
and James Spain, a visiting professor
at Clemson. 7:30 p.m., Hunter Hall
Auditorium, free admission.

Nov. 9

Symposium: "Memory in Architecture." Viewpoints presented by three
architectural educators. 1:30, 3:30 and
8:30 p.m., Lyles Auditorium, Lee Hall,
free admission. For more information
call 656-3081.

Nov. 12

Lecture: "Career Opportunities in
Petrochemicals." Presented by Robert
Gower, president of Lyondell Petrochemical Co., as part of the Distinguished Chemical Industry Business Seminar. Sponsored by the
College of Sciences and the chemistry
department. 11 a.m. in Earle Hall
Auditorium, and 4:30 p.m. in Hunter
Hall Auditorium, free admission.
Debate: "Keeping Politics Out of the
Pulpit." Sponsored by the Clemson
Forensics Union. 7 p.m., Tillman Hall
Auditorium, free admission.
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THE GENOA CLUB
Clemson, S.C.
COME RIDE IN A STRETCH LIMO

Win!

Win!

Win!

Win tickets to the Clemson-South Carolina game in Columbia
along with a chauffeured ride to the game in the limo,
complete with a bucket of chicken and a bottle of Dom
Perignon.
All you have to do is be the member who brings in the most
guests the next two Thursday nights. (Unlimited guests good
only for the contest period.) What could be more simple!
For complete details, call 654-Club.
Coming Nov. 12—Hot Shot Schnapps Night
8:30 p.m.
Win

T-shirts & Sweat Shirts

Games
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University must deal
with AIDS issues carefully
The Citadel announced last month that it will begin
testing all applicants and some cadets for AIDS. An
applicant who tests positive for the virus "most likely
would be denied entrance" according to The Citadel's
college physician. A currently enrolled cadet who is found
to be in the later stages of the disease would be
discharged.
When a student chooses to enroll at The Citadel, he,
in effect, willingly sacrifices his personal privacy. Thus it
is not an intrusion upon the privacy of the cadet for The
Citadel to require a proof of a negative result on the
AIDS test.
Furthermore, a positive result on an AIDS test
indicates to administrators at The Citadel the lack of
potential for quality physical training, The Citadel is
protecting its own interests by denying acceptance to
someone who would doubtlessly perform poorly in this
area.
As a military college, The Citadel produces graduates
capable of superior performance in the armed forces.
Because of this unique orientation, its administrators are
justified in their attempts to create an AIDS-free
environment and have every right to refuse entrance into
the school by anyone who is found to be a carrier of the
AIDS virus.
Certain aspects of The Citadel's policy could be
applied at Clemson if the University adopted an AIDS
test requirement. But Clemson's policy should reflect
major differences from that of The Citadel.
The administration must not prohibit anyone with
AIDS from attending the University. AIDS is admittedly
a serious threat to society, but it is possible for an AIDS
victim to live in society without endangering his peers.
The fear of AIDS is not a valid reason for denying
someone an education.
However, the University must be able to ensure the
safety of other students. It must be careful not to abuse
the rights of the rest of the student body in an attempt to
provide for the AIDS victim.
Mandatory AIDS tests are justifiable at Clemson, but
the administration must restrict the use of knowledge
gained from test results: it must not deny entrance to an
AIDS victim, yet the rights of other students must be
protected.
The new policy at The Citadel will most likely set a
precedent in this controversial area. Universities across
the nation should approach this area boldly but
cautiously; they must walk the thin line between apathy
and paranoia.
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Recruiting, not academics, purpose of facility
Last week an article in this
paper informed us of IPTAY's
plan to build an academic
center for athletes. An editorial on the planned addition
hedged around an opinion,
but never quite hit the mark.
The issue is an important
one and deserves more attention than the editorial gave it.
Endorsed by the Faculty
and Student Senates, the
center will house a study hall,
tutoring and meeting rooms,
a computer room and a 150seat auditorium.
Dean of Admissions (and
Clemson's representative to
the Atlantic Coast Conference) B.J. Skelton said he is
interested in improving the
graduation rate for the athletic program.
Skelton's interest is certainly an admirable one. The
graduation rate of athletes
may well be a problem.
The real problem, however,
is not one of athletic graduation rates, but one of priority.
And the priority is not one of
athletic graduation rates,
rather it is one of recruitment.
To maintain that the main
purpose of this facility is to
enhance athletes' academic
performances is facile and
naive.
A new desk in a new study
hall will not help athletes better their academic standings.
Only studying will do that.

Bob Ellis
Managing Editor
Anyone who goes into
Daniel Hall on most weeknights will find athletes being
tutored. A new facility will
not improve the quality of the
tutors or the quality of the
athletes' work.
To assume that this proposed facility would be efficacious to improving the athletic graduation rate is just
plain wrong. If there is truly a
problem with the athletic
graduation rate, that problem
must be addressed in an academic manner—not by wasting money on an unneeded
facility.
If this academic center is
built, it will be a waste of
IPTAY's money. Now IPTAY
is the University's athletic,
not academic, booster club.
Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the club's efforts
should be geared toward aiding the athletic program.
Therein lies a problem. To
best aid the athletic program,
IPTAY should not waste its
money. If IPTAY wants to
build this facility to help
athletes with academics, it is
wasting its money.
I would return now to my
conjecture about recruitment.
To support that conjecture, I
would note that Skelton men-

tioned the recruiting value of
the proposed facility. I would
note the University of North
Carolina has a similar facility,
and the University of Georgia
plans to build one.
The facts point to recruitment. If recruitment is truly
the reason for this facility,
then IPTAY officials should
admit it.
It seems odd that this facility
probably will be added to
Mauldin Hall, the football
players' dormitory. Again, the
fact points to recruitment.
If this facility is added to
Mauldin Hall, it will serve
only to isolate athletes further from the rest of the student body. This is illogical if
the goal of this facility is to
make the athlete more of a
student.
If IPTAY officials believe
that the Athletic Department
needs this recruiting tool,
then they have every right to
build it.
What I criticize is the contention that this center necessarily will help athletes' academic performances. If the
existing study hall in Daniel
cannot meet that goal, then a
new facility will not either.
IPTAY and the Faculty
and Student Senates need to
address the issue of the facility's recruitment value more
openly before we see a $1.9
million addition to Mauldin
Hall.

Letters policy
"The Tiger" welcomes
commentaries and brief
letters on all subjects from
its readers. Each letter and
commentary must be typed
double-spaced and include
the telephone number,
address and signature of its
author.
No more than three
names will be run as the
authors of a letter, and
group bylines are not
acceptable. The names of

authors may be withheld
from published letters at
the request of the author
and at the discretion of the
editorial editor.
Please send letters and
commentaries to the
attention of the editorial
editor, "The Tiger," Box
2097, Clemson, S.C.
29632-2097, or bring them
by the offices at suite 906
of the University Union.
Letters should be received
no later than 1 p.m.

Wednesday prior to
publication.
All letters and
commentaries submitted to
"The Tiger" become the
property of this newspaper
and will not be returned.
The editorial editor
reserves the right to edit
letters and commentaries
for length and clarity. The
editor in chief reserves the
right to determine which
letters and commentaries
will be published.
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Speaking Out

Question:
The Citadel will begin
requiring blood tests for
applicants and some
cadets, and anyone
who tests positive for
the AIDS virus will be
denied entrance into or
possibly discharged
from
the
statesupported military college. What is your opinion of this policy?

"I agree with this policy.
Many situations in the training
of the cadets require close alterations among cadets; for example, the close quarters of a
foxhole. Every effort should be
made to eliminate any such
danger for the cadets
involved."

"I don't think being tested
positive for AIDS should have
any effect on entrance into The
Citadel. It won't have any effect on the spread of AIDS.
Anyway, you're probably not
going to get AIDS unless you
deserve it."
Ed Bowie

"Yes, because enrollment in
ROTC is mandatory for cadets
at The Citadel. The AIDS test
is required for them to become
officers. So they should be
checked at their entrance into
school."

"I think that this policy is an
invasion of the students' civil
rights. I think that students
with the AIDS virus should be
allowed entrance into The
Citadel."
Stephanie Styles

Mike ValCruz

Mark Hinson
Allison Cureton/staff photographer

Voters must consider only relevant facts in campaign
by Kathy Fracasso
fine arts graduate student

commentary

I must congratulate the staff of
"The Tiger" for what seems to be
one of the best college papers
around and certainly the best I've
ever seen. I must, however, express
my horror at the attitudes expressed
by your managing editor's columns
concerning U.S. politics and policies.
Mr. Ellis' Oct. 16 column, "Seven
dwarves contend for Oval Office,"
scares me. It is typical of the kind
of thinking that will never help us
find someone who will be in essence
a "good" president.
My only assurance that his ideas
aren't universally held is in a
statement on the editorial page
along with his article: "The opinions
expressed in the editorials do not
necessarily reflect the views of the
administration, faculty or student
body as a whole."
The flippant attitude taken by the
author is abhorring. He himself
admits that he couldn't name all of
the candidates, thus he immediately
disqualifies himself as knowledgeable
in the topic he has chosen to write
about.
The title itself is misleading. Yes,
there are more than seven candidates.
There are six Democrats—Bruce
Babbitt, Mike Dukakis, Richard
Gephardt, Albert Gore, Jesse
Jackson and Paul Simon—and six

Republicans—George Bush, Robert
Dole, Pete du Pont, Alexander Haig,
Jack Kemp and Pat Robertson. Not
one was left out, but five.
I will admit I'm not crazy about
any of the present candidates, but
not for any of the reasons expressed
in Mr. Ellis' column. The kind of
writing his columns represent is
simply ignorance and hearsay. For
someone who espoused judging
former Supreme Court nominee
Robert Bork on his qualifictions
alone ["The Tiger," Oct. 2], Mr. Ellis
certainly does a complete turnaround concerning the presidential
campaign.
While it's true that name-calling
has become an integral part of
political campaigns, I hope that
university and college populations
have enough sense to ignore and
weed out this type of nonsense
commonly found in the "National
Enquirer." The jolly fun in
degrading candidates in this way is
absurd and definitely not the wisest
way to elect our next president.
When you consider the merit of a
presidential candiate, you should
stick to the relevant criteria:
qualifications and record. Ignore
name-calling and things that are
irrelevant. (I personally don't care
who wears a bow tie or underwear
with hearts on it.)

Historically, vice-presidents
haven't made good presidents, but
secretaries of state have. A few
former state governors haven't been
all that bad either.
As far as character goes, many of
the best presidents have had
questionable morals. While
president, Herbert Hoover had at
least one mistress and was an
alcoholic. And he hasn't been the
only president with a record of
mischievous behaviour before or
during his stay in the White House.
Whether or not a man's wife was
pregnant when they married has
nothing to do with his presidential
capabilities. (I was surprised that
Mr. Ellis mentioned that Jesse
Jackson's wife was pregnant at the
time of their marriage yet
overlooked that Pat Robertson's
wife was also pregnant when they
married.)
My objections to Mr. Ellis'
column are numerous. Primarily,
though, his mudslinging and lack of
knowledge undermine any true
objectivity.
Call me old-fashioned, but when I
go to the polls I don't intend to
decide who to vote for on the basis
of any statement or fact even
resembling those presented by
Mr. Ellis. I hope no one does.
Unfortunately, though, many are
lead around like blind men through
the mud by those holding opinions
such as his.

Kathy Fracasso
As the largest group of educated
people in America, college students
in the past have taken an active
interest in the real facts behind
presidential elections and can be the
deciding factor in them as well.
My point is that you shouldn't
judge until you get the hard facts.
It's up to you to decide what kind of
president you want. Don't let
yourself make the decision according
to who wears the "in" style or has
the catchiest phrases. Look for the
man with whom you most agree on
ideas and opinons concerning the
things important to you.
And don't seriously listen to
anyone who just throws the dirt
around.

God's intentions for humanity include brotherly love 'in whatever way'
I would like to comment on
a letter to the editor printed
in the Oct. 23 issue of "The
Tiger" titled "Thoughts of
premarital 'you-know-what'
drive 'minister' to brink of
sin.
I feel your decision to print
this letter was tasteless and
showed a lack of responsibility on your part. This letter
contributed no meaningful information to the reader and
was a gross attempt to make
fun of a very serious situation.
Furthermore, I feel sorry
for the person or persons who
wrote this letter. Their concept and understanding of
God is so deformed and misinterpreted.
God did not create us and
put us on the earth to punish
us for our sins. He wants us to
love Him and love each other.
He realized that we could not
be free of our sinful nature
without His hehx
Therefore He sent His son
Jesus Christ to show us how
much He really loves each of
us. When Jesus died on the
cross, He died for our sins so
that we can be forgiven and
can try to live a life that will
please God.

~
IGttGTS
My prayer for the author is
that he will realize God wants
us to love each other and help
each other in whatever way
we can.
Scott E. FitzSimmons

More students not
necessarily better
I would like to offer a
response to Grant Burns'
commentary in the Oct. 23
issue of "The Tiger." Unlike
Grant, I am not so optimistic
that the feeling of a family experience can continue with a
dramatic growth in the student population.
Along with the many people associated with Clemson,
I share a hope that the University will become one of the
United States' outstanding
academic and research centers. However, I question
whether an enrollment increase will support this aim.
More students mean a
greater need for laboratory
and classroom space, dorm
rooms and recreation facilities. If enrollment were lim-

ited, money for these areas
could instead be used to support new faculty and research
programs.
When I was visiting colleges as a high school senior,
Clemson impressed me as a
university that offered a
friendly small-campus atmosphere along with the academic benefits of a technical
institution.
Clemson's size (in comparison with that of other
state coUeges in the region)
was one of my strongest motivators for attending the
University. A large enrollment increase would destroy
this sense of community.
The administration should
not allow its desire for improvement to eliminate those
qualities that make Clemson
University special and unique.
Big is not necessarily better.
Jancie Stinecipher

Booing team
unsportsmanlike
I love Clemson football
games. I really do. I enjoy the
tremendous team spirit that
our loyal fans can generate. It
must really be intimidating to

visiting fans to walk into a
stadium filled to capacity
with 82,000 screaming,
orange-clad Clemson fans.
Over the past two weeks,
however, two things have
tainted my enjoyment of
Clemson football games. One
is the way the Tigers played.
That is up to the football
coaches and players to fix.
The other thing is the "fairweather" support from our
fans. That is up to you to fix.
I wasn't too happy with how
either game was going, but I
sure didn't boo or heckle my
own team!
In any athletic contest, fans
are important. They can help
their team to win by support
and cheers, or they can sit
quietly and watch their team
struggle or even lose. Because
of this, I'm writing this letter
to teU you, the people who
booed at the last two games,
that you are making a big
mistake.
When you are at a football
game (or any other athletic
contest), no matter what happens, no matter how badly
your team is doing, no matter
what you would like to tell the
coach, the players or the offi-

cials, you do not ever, under
any circumstances, boo your
own team! That is the most
ridiculous display of unsportsmanlike conduct—not to mention lack of loyalty—that
anyone can demonstrate at a
game. (Did you really think
that by booing you would
help the team?)
Think about it. Imagine
that you are down there on
the playing field. You're trying your best to play well, but
things aren't working. Something goes wrong on one of
the plays, and suddenly, you
hear boos coming from the
student section!
That's right, the very people who cheered when you ran
down the hill into the stadium, the same ones who
made all the noise when you
were doing weU, are now booing at you. That would make
you wonder whether they
were true fans, or just "fairweather" fans.
Being booed also wouldn't
give you much incentive to
play any better, would it? I
doubt it!
see Letters, page six
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I've watched other games
where other teams' fans
booed their players when
things went wrong. I always
thought: "That's pretty
pathetic, that those fans only
like their team when they are
playing well. I know our fans
wouldn't do that!"
For the 10 years or so that
I've been attending Clemson
football games, that's been
true. Now, you've proven me
wrong.
John Manly

Senator must
protect innocent
I was quoted in the Oct. 23
issue of "The Tiger" about
my views on the condom

issue. In being quoted, I feel
that many of my peers do not
understand fully my true
stand on the issue. As a
senator representing the
views of my constituents, I
feel it is my responsibility to
clarify my viewpoint.
First of all, I would like to
state that I am in support of
the issuance of free condoms.
However, I do not agree with
the morality behind it. Many
see this as a conflict of interest. I do not.
As a Christian, I believe
that premarital sex is wrong.
Unfortunately, most of my
fellow students do not. Because not everyone feels the
way I do, it is my responsibility as a senator and, yes, as a

Christian to vote in favor of
the distribution of condoms.
Because AIDS is a disease
not limited to the sexually
promiscuous, I have a responsibility to protect the general
welfare of this community. I
have a responsibility to protect the innocent.
To that, many of my fellow
Christians would say that
this is a punishment from
God and that I should not interfere with the work of God.
Perhaps this is a judgment by
God on the immorality of His
people.
However, it is not in my
rights as a Christian to decide
what is and is not the will of
God. If this is indeed God's
punishment, then He will not

allow me to stand in the way
of His wrath. I also think He
will commend me for treating
even the evil among us with
love and compassion, even as
Jesus did when He was here
on earth.
Secondly, I would like to
address the letter in the Oct.
23 issue of "The Tiger" by the
"Rev. Dick Brown." If the
"Rev." does not agree with
the religious among us, then
what right does he have to insult us? If he were truly concerned with the issue he
would have presented a valid
argument for the opposing
side rather than insult those
with whom he does not agree.

true beliefs and support them
with evidence—and to print
his name the next time. It
was in poor taste to write the
letter and in even poorer taste
to print it.
I hope that my views have
been somewhat clarified to
those among you who had
some question about my
stance on this issue. I also
hope that those who thought
that my vote on this issue
was indifference with my
religious beliefs now see
where my beliefs are based.

I challenge the "Rev." not
to make fun of the opposing
side, but rather to state his

Michael E. Quattlebaum
senator
College of Engineering

I encourage anyone with
any questions about my viewpoint to contact me.

ROCKLINE 654-1560 REQUESTS

USE
= CLB^oHS Classic foci<

;

SOPHOMORES
1

/2 PRICE HAIRSTYLES

First Citizens Bank
Relay" machines.
Save up to 2 at Domino's Pizza.
Offer good at all Anderson, Clemson, and Greenville locations.

includes
shampoo,
conditioner
& blow dry

Here's an offer you can sink your teeth into! Just use any
First Citizens Bank Relay machine in Anderson, Greenville, or
Clemson, and your receipt will include a coupon good for:

654-HAIR
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

(4247)
Expires 11 -30-87

388-3 College Ave.
Behind Music Source

$2

off any delicious 16-inch two or more item pizza
from Domino's Pizza
or

MZIVB
m$
JEWELRY
WATCHES
GIFTWARE

3zmktB

Any Relay card can be used at First Citizens Bank Relay
machines. If you don't have a Relay card, get one FREE with
a new or existing checking account at any office of First
Citizens Bank throughout South Carolina

Layaway for
Christmas
APPRAISALS
REMOUNTING
ENGRAVINGS

JEWELRY & WATCH REPAIR DONE ON PREMISES

1654-8858
_*
IHHI

$ A off any delicious 12-inch or 16-inch pizza
I
from Domino's Pizza.

378 COLLEGE AVE.
CLEMSON, SC

*-

'M

Relay locations:
Anderson • 3115 Mall Road
• 123 East Shockley
Ferry Road
• 1670 East Greenville Street
• 302 Pearman Dairy Road

Greenville • 101 West Antrim Drive
• 2121 Wade Hampton
Boulevard
•3120 White Horse Road
• Whatley Square (Mauldin)

Clemson • 1150 Tiger Boulevard
• Clemson campus
behind Johnstone
Dormitory

First Citizens Bank

Member F.D.I.C.
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Condom issue ends
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor

student senate

The controversy surrounding the health center's free
distribution of condoms came
to an end Monday after
the Student Senate passed
legislation supporting the
measure.
The resolution states that
"condoms be handed out to
all students presenting a
valid student ID/activity
card free of charge, through
Redfern Health Center by
asking a nurse or filling out
the form presented at the
front desk which requires no
signature from the student,
but only a printed name."
The purpose of the resolution is to answer the "question as to the process of obtaining condoms."
The resolution, one of three
versions debated by the
senate, passed the senate
with a 28-11 vote.
In other business, a bill from
the Judiciary Committee was
passed that clarifies the

harassment policy of the Student Handbook.
The bill states that "harassment includes, but is not
limited to, the verbal abuse or
personal degradation of
another person by any means
of communication."
This bill will allow the
regulation of students who
abuse the University's computer mailing system, said
Jay Hayden, chairman of the
Judiciary Committtee.
A resolution being considered by the Traffic and
Grounds Committee calls for
the establishment of a senate
ad-hoc committee to research
the problem of inadequate
handicapped parking spaces
on campus.
The senate approved two
executive branch appointments: David Church to the
Trial Court and Michael
Goodrich to the Supreme
Court.

Big
Thanksgiving

/IRTC/IRVED
\

CLASS RINGS

SALE!
Save up to
$

60
off

the
regular
price
We're
coming
back...

Special
fraternity
&

The Tiger' is looking for an
entertainment editor and an
office manager. If interested.
call 2150 or stop by 906
of the Union.

sorority
styles
available
9-4 daily

SPIRIT BLITZ '87
"PAWPULATION CELEBRATION"
THURSDAY, NOV. 12
Pep Rally—Amphitheatre 9 p.m.
• Special appearance by football coaches
and several players
• 500 t-shirts to be given away

SATURDAY, NOV. 14

SPONSORED BY:
Amoco Oil
Central Spirit
Clemson Athletic Department
Coca-Cola
Greenwood Mills
Student Government
WFBC Radio

Spirit Blitz '87—"Pawpulation Celebration"
Clems on vs. Maryland—12:05 p.m. Kickoff
• 80,000 megaphones to be given away
• 15,000 balloon release
• Halftime performance by Tiger Band
• Special performance by Rally Cats

*

"Tiger Spirit begins with the GREA TEST STUDENT BODY in the country"

«
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Students must register scooters
by Tom Meares
staff writer
University police have noticed an increase in the number of motor scooters on campus that are not registered
with the University, Crime
Prevention Officer Thea
McCrary said.
McCrary said that apparently many students consider the vehicles to be
mopeds and have therefore
not registered them.
"Basically if it doesn't have
pedals, then it's considered
by law to be a motorcycle,"

police beat
McCrary said. Included in
this category are the Honda
Spree, Express and other
such makes, she said.
Parking a scooter on a bicycle rack is strictly prohibited, according to McCrary.
"Scooters should be parked in
the motorcycle areas so as not
to violate the fire codes," she
said.
Riding a scooter on a walkway is another violation that
has been occurring, McCrary
said. "The best way to pre-

vent a biker-pedestrian accident is to keep your scooter
on the road. Otherwise someone could get hurt."
In addition, McCrary said
that many students may be
unaware of this state's law
governing helmets. According to South Carolina law, "It
shall be unlawful for any person under the age of 21 to
operate or ride upon a twowheeled vehicle unless he
wears a protective helmet."
"Hopefully, if students
abide by the law, a lot of unnecessary problems will be
eliminated," she said.

Shear Magic Hairstyling
$

Lady:

10 no blow dry
Guy:
9
13 blow dry
Wolff Tanning Bed—$4 per visit
'40 unlimited
Month of November
$

Located Downtown Oemson
under Lynch't&rug

Distinctive. . .
NOW LEASING

Parking, vehicle registration office to relocate
from staff reports
The Office of Parking and
Vehicle Registration will
move its office from the

University police station to
University Square Mall on
Seneca Road near the stadium by Wednesday.
The office will be in the mall
below the restaurant Los Her-

manos, said Bill Pace, director of parking and vehicle
registration.
Students should go to the
new office to register cars and
pay parking fines, Pace said.

LEAD THH FIELD.

laCAfofa, JHAfv

As a nuclear officer, you could
lead the field in nuclear propulsion technology. The Navy
operates the most advanced
nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more than half the
nuclear reactors in America. The
men who maintain and operate
these reactors are among the best.
The Navy is accepting applications from qualified sophomores,
juniors and seniors for the prestigious nuclear program. This program pays you $1,000 a month during your junior and senior years.
Plus $2,000 upon graduation.
After graduation, as a Navy
officer, you receive a year of graduate-level training unavailable
anywhere else at any price. You
become a highly trained member
of an elite group leading the
adventure in today's nuclear
Navy. And, after five years, you
can be earning as much as $44,000.
To qualify, you must be working toward, or have earned, a bachelor's degree and be
a U.S. citizen between 19 and 25 years of age. You must also have completed a
minimum of one year each of calculus and calculus-based physics with a "B" average
or better.
Call the Navy Management Programs Office for information on how to apply. If
you'd like to lead the field, join the best in the nuclear field.

Call: 1-800-922-2135, M-F, 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

654-754$

CALL SALLY RUSSELL
653-3803

FEATURES
• Traditional Style
Brick Exterior
• Copper Bay Windows
• W/D Connections
• Extra Closets—Plenty
of Storage
• Large Decks
• Swimming Pool

NOW OPEN!
*y!n& ¥?#ee£s ¥?a//ejcus ^f
OF
Mr. Knickerbocker
Fraternity & Sorority Clothing, Gifts
JEWELRY

9-6 Monday-Saturday

NOW OPEN!

NAVY^ OFFICER.
LEAD THE ADVENTURE.
For

354 College Ave.
Clemson, S.C. 29631
(803) 654-6784

the best
in
Your Full Service Salon
For Men and Women

progressive

We Sell And Use Professional Products

music,
listen to
WSBF-FM
88.1

Hours:
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat

QOLOVVEIB

fxma
9-8
9-8
9-8
9-8
9-6
9-5

INTERNATIONAL

Call For Appointment

654-5501
■T/>i

Located Inside
College Place Mall
405 College Avenue
Frankie Lackey
Owner
Make-up Artist &
Hair Design
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Speech competition set
by Jennifer Brown
news editor
The Department of Performing Arts will sponsor the
Trustees Medal Oratorical
Contest on Nov. 18, 19 and
23.
The annual competition is
held to select the best student
speaker at the University,
said Susan Duffy, associate
professor of speech.
The deadline for entering
the contest is Nov. 16.
"The Trustees Medal is the
oldest non-academic award
presented by the University,"
Duffy said. "The president's
office will present the medal
to the winner on Honors and
Awards Day this spring."
Duffy said any full-time
student who has not pre-

viously won the medal may
enter the competition.
All speeches must be
original compositions and
should not have been used in
any previous public speaking
contests.
Speeches must not be written or memorized, and they
should be no longer than 10
minutes. The speeches will be
judged on their subject, support, logic, style, organization
and delivery.
Preliminary rounds will be
Nov. 18 and 19. The public is
invited to listen to the final
round of competition Nov. 23
at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium. Admission is
free.
For more information call
Susan Duffy at 656-5384.

Genetics project underway
from staff reports
University researchers at
the Edisto Research and
Education Center began an
18-month field test of a
genetically
engineered
microorganism this Monday.
The field test will evaluate a
microbial tracking system
developed by Monsanto scientists. The tracking system
consists of a naturally occurring soil bacterium to which
two genes from another
bacterium have been added.
"We expect this venture to
move dozens of promising
new products in agriculture
from the laboratory shelf,
where they sit waiting to be
tested and proven en-

vironmentally safe, into the
marketplace," said University
President Max Lennon.
The genetically engineered
bacterium, which colonizes
plant roots, is mixed in water
and applied to winter wheat
in the seed furrow with a lowpressure pump.
The scientists will monitor
the movement of the
bacterium and record its
growth and decline in the soil.
After the wheat is
harvested, no-till soybeans,
then wheat again, will be
planted in the test plot.
No bacteria will be applied
to the soybean or second
wheat plantings, which are included just to check for traces
of the bacteria remaining in
the soil.

Big
Thanksgiving

/IRTG1RVED
V.

CLASS RINGS

SALE!
Save up to
$

60
off

the
regular
price
We're
coming
back...

Special
fraternity
&

sorority
styles
available

9-4 daily

ADVISORY BOARD ti*

Congratulations to the Men's and Women's
Cross-country Teams!
)
Men's—1st Place in ACC Cross-country Championship
Women's—3rd Place in ACC Cross-country Championship
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Poultry Science department receives grant
The University's poultry
science department has
received a $29,500 grant that
may aid researchers in unlocking keys to the immune
systems in birds and humans.
The grant, from Amick
Farms of Batesburg, will
allow the department to purchase an elutriator centrifuge.
This centrifuge uses ultrahigh
centrifugal forces to separate
cells at different stages of
growth and development.
"This equipment will allow
us to isolate and purify cells
that contribute to the immune response of poultry,"
said Bruce Glick, head of the
poultry science department.
"Studying these cells is an
essential part of understanding the immune response in
poultry embryos, and will offer us the opportunity to
strengthen the birds' ability to
fight diseases."
In addition to improving
the poultry industry, Glick
said much of the information
learned from using this equipment may be applicable to the
human immune system.

University receives
development grant
National
Advanced
Systems, a subsidiary of National Semiconductor Corp.,
has awarded a $130,000 development grant to the
University.
The grant will be used by
the University's Division of
Computing Information
Technology to develop software for NAS' Engineering/
Scientific program in conjunc-

news digest
tion with development efforts
being conducted at NAS'
Systems Software Development Center in Atlanta.
Under the terms of the
grant, faculty and graduate
students at the University will
develop software for use on
NAS' AS/XL Vector Series of
mainframe computers.
Christopher Duckenfield,
vice provost for computing
and information technology
views the grant as recognition
of the University's position
as a leader in scientific
computing.
"Clemson has shown an
ability to undertake original
research
and
development projects of great complexity in the computing
area," Duckenfield said.
"The talent and resources
located at Clemson will give
us the ability to provide
enhanced computational solutions to our customers in a
timely and cost effective manner," said Thomas Gatts, vice
president of product engineering
for
NAS'
Engineering/Scientific program.

Dean elected
to board
of service group

elected to the board of directors of the S.C.-Southwestern
Columbia Partners of the
Americas at their annual
meeting Oct. 10 in Columbia-

"TAKE ME TO COLUMBO'S
or LOSE ME FOREVER!"

Partners of the Americas is
the largest private voluntary
organization in the Western
Hemisphere representing 57
"partnerships" between 44
U.S. states and 29 nations in
Latin America and the Caribbean. The organization has a
budget of more than $6.2
million with some 20,000
volunteers working on projects valued at nearly $70
million a year and benefiting
more than 100,000 people
each year.
Wixson joins Joseph
Arbena, Clemson professor of
Latin American history, who
was re-elected to a second
two-year term on the
12-member board chaired by
Ralph T. Mirse, president of
Columbia College.
S.C. Gov. Carroll Campbell
serves as honorary chairman.

Top Gun of Pizza
Please tell order person which coupon you are using

LARGE 3 TOPPING
plus 2-LITER COKE for
(or 2-topping Deep Pan)

$

9.90
+ tax
$

10.40

$ 50

2 off regular price of any
large 2 or more topping Pizza
$ 50

News digest is compiled
weekly from news releases
and information submitted to
"The Tiger." All material
must be received by 9 p.m.
Tuesday for Friday's publication. Material must be typed
and double-spaced and dropped by "The Tiger" office,
906 University Union, or
mailed to "The Tiger," Box
2097, Clemson, SC 29632.

1 off regular price of any
medium 2 or more topping Pizza

or
Use any local competitor's coupon
under certain rules call and
find out-654-1103
Valid until Dec. 31, 1987

Bobby Wixson, dean of the
College of Sciences, was
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
There will be an HE meeting on
Nov. 12 from 4:30 to 6 with the advisory board in 101 Riggs.
The Biochemistry Club will be
meeting Nov. 10 at 7:30 p.m. in 220
Long Hall. We encourage all biochemistry majors and present club
members as well as all others who are
interested. The special guest speaker
will be Dr. Gene Bailie from Greenville Memorial Hospital. The topic
will be "Cholestrol of Heart Disease—
An Update."
CLASSIFIEDS
Do you like to watch movies?
Would you like to make a movie?
English 358, "Advanced Film," offers you a chance to write your own
screenplay, to work on group and in-

dividual video projects, to visit a production studio, to talk with active
filmakers, to get the "inside scoop"
on the mysterious process of film production and distribution Class meets
Monday and Wednesday at 11:1512:05 with production lab Tuesday
from 3:30-6:00 p.m. Pre-requisite is
English 357 or consent of instructor.
Contact Carol Ward at 5415 or 3151.
'78 Mazda GLC two-door, hatch,
auto., sunroof, AM/FM stereo, eighttrack. $650. Call 653-5307 after 5 p.m.
For sale: Men's Bianchi 15-speed
on/off road bicycle; good shape; $200.
Call Wyane at 656-6628.
TUCK-IN '87-The Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge class will tuck in the person of your choice and read either a
G-or R-rated bedtime story for only
$3. For more information or to order,
call 8681, 7981, 6629, or 7249.

For Sale: Certificate for "buy one,
get one free" on any Continental
Airline flight in the U.S. (except
Alask and Hawaii). Valid until May.
$80. Call Mark at 653-4704.
WANTED: Magician or court
jester for "Olde English Yuletide
Feaste and Renaissance Revel"
madrigal dinner. Call Mark Jessie at
656-3453.
1982 BMW 3201, loaded, excellent
condition. Call 231-6749.
PERSONALS
INSPECTOR: I really enjoyed Friday night. Seen any vampiers lately?
What a concept!! Let's go sailing,
MISS HEPBURN.
David and Jerry—The CLEAN-UP
CREW strikes again! Thanks, you
guys!

Tammy, Mark, Rhoda, Belinda,
Rich, Lynn and George—Thanks for
your help with the party!
Steve—hope your "dreams" go
well.
Pat and Eman—Good luck tomorrow! Let's kick some Tar Heel fannies! Home girl. P.S. Sugar and
orange spice, and everything nice.
Has anyone checked out Upton's? I
know Stephanie and Lori are there,
constantly. Heard Patti was there
Saturday night! Now, what happened
to Kathy?
C.C.P.D. #109—You are very
special to me. I hope we have a
wonderful weekend together.
To the girls in number five and six
Chadworth Commons: I miss you
guys, Love your friend with the Mexican name, Julio.

Juniors, Seniors & Grads...

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!
APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN •••

• Bring a photocopy of
your School I.D.
• No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!
Dale: Nov. 16, 17, 19, 20
Time: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mace: Univ. Union
CITIBAN<0
Crttoar* (South Dakota). MA Mtmbat FDIC

« Citicorp, 1986

'The Tiger'
will hold
elections for
entertainment
editor and
office
manager
Sunday,
Nov. 15, at
8 p.m. Call
2150 for
more info.

NationaC
Honor'Society
Reception
Nov. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Palmetto Ballroom

Meeting
Nov. 12 at 3:30 p.m.
Martin M-204

Come See Our Top 50 Section

2500 TOP

MOVIES

AND VCR'S FOR RENT
MOVIES 990 VCR'S $5 OVERNIGHT
1 Victoria Sq. College Ave. 654-7844

Himiiiiiiiiiimr

Buy
any
plate
get one

••■■•■■■■■•I

Buy two

large
drink

hot dogs
fixed
any way
get one
hot pretzel

FREE

FREE

Offer expires
11-15-87

Mon.-Sat.
11 a.m.-2 a.m.

Across from
Tiger Town Tavern

Offer expires
11-15-87
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Features
New courses offer wide
variety to students in spring
The Department of Philosophy is offering a new course,
PHIL 360,^SymboUc Logic,"
taught by Stephen Satris at
11 a.m. TTH. The course will
be three hours of general
education humanities requirement. Topics included in the
class are: truth functions,
natural deduction, quantification and identity.

by Judith Molnar
staff writer

-"W3fc<«*'*«"2s

PH|B

Russell Roman/staff photographer

With Lake Hartwell being down considerably from its normal level, many docks and boats
are sitting on the shoreline.

Lake Hartwell shores showing once again
by Jeff Lee
staff writer
In 1963, Hartwell Lake
was completed, covering
56,000 acres of land and
creating more than 900
miles of shoreline. The problems with Clemson University had been settled, the
money had come through,
and the Savannah River had
become a lake.
That same year, argument
came back to the lake with
the efforts of former Clemson professor Gilbert H. Collings. Collings and the
Retired Men's Club of Clemson set about to name the
lake Lake Seneca instead of
Lake Hartwell.
Collings spoke to the
Oconee Planning and Development Board, the
Seneca Chamber of Commerce, the Anderson
Chamber of Commerce, and
assorted groups in Georgia.
Mayor Lees Carter of Hartwell, Ga. did not agree, and
neither did most of Georgia.
The outcome is obvious, and

Lake Hartwell it became.
Things were easier for
Lake Hartwell in the late
'60s and '70s. Camping
areas, marinas, parks and
trails were constructed. In
1965, visitor attendance
reached 3 million. By 1966
there were 126 camping
areas, 353 picnic units and
60 boat launching ramps.
Through the early
'70s,Lake Hartwell Lake
Resource Manager's Office
reported that more than 12
million people used the
recreational facilities on and
around the lake. The lake
was a success, but not
without problems.
In August of 1976, the Environmental Protection
Agency and the South
Carolina Department of
Health and Environmental
Control told users of the lake
"don't eat any more fish
caught in Lake Hartwell."
Sangamo Electric Company
of Pickens had been
discharging its wastewater
into Twelve Mile River during
the '50s and '60s. The waste-

water contained dangerous
levels of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).
Twelve Mile River empties
into
Hartwell
near
Cateechee. PCBs were found
in fish in Hartwell at a level
well above the EPA
established level of safety.
Sangamo was cited for the
dumping, and the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration
began monitoring PCB
levels in Hartwell. By 1981,
the PCB level had dropped
to one-fifth of its level in
1976, but was still above the
EPA's limit.
The band on eating Hartwell's fish was reduced to
just the Seneca River arm of
the lake. In December of
1982, the state reported that
the PCB levels were dropping, but even today fish
from the Seneca River area
should be avoided.
Chemicals were not the only problems that faced Lake
Hartwell in the 1970s. The
Army Corps of Engineers
established a Lakeshore
see Lake, page 14

Are you still not registered
for the spring semester? If
not, you may be interested in
the electives several departments are offering.
Although preregistration
officially ends today,
students can stop by the
Scheduling Office in E-section
Martin Hall to change their
preregistration until Dec. 16.
The Department of Political
Science is offering three new
courses next semester. POSC
371, "Comparative European
Politics," will be the study of
British politics. The course
will be taught by a visiting
professor who is from Great
Britain. It will be offered at
2 p.m. TTH.
POSC 422, "Public Political
Analysis," is a new course on
political economy. The course
will be taught by David
Woodard at 12:30 p.m. TTH.
The class wiU study the importance of economics in
political science. It will deal
with the public choice theory
by using methods of economics in politics.
POSC 407, "Religion and
Politics," is being offered at
8 p.m. TTH by Charles Dunn,
the department head of
political science. The course
will explore the issues of
politics and the relationship
to religion. People that will be
discussed include Jim and
Tammy Bakker, the Pope,
Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson
and Jesse Jackson. These people will be covered in the context of American politics and
religion.
A new humanities course,
HUM 309, "The Cinema of
Alfred Hitchcock," will be
taught by English professor
Tom Russell. The course will
be offered at 9:05 a.m. WF
and 2:30 p.m. M for the viewing of films. Russell has
taught the course twice at
Yale and also at Minnesota.
One semester at Minnesota he
had an enrollment of more
than 200 people.

In the Department of
Sociology, Anthropology 201
and_ 301 will be taught bv
John Coggeshall. ANTH 201t
will be at 9:05 a.m. MWF and;
301 will be taught at 11:15a.m. MWF. The only prere-i
quisite for Anth 301 is Soc.
201.
So to those students who
have not finished preregistration this might give
you a few suggestions on
courses to take.

Take It Lightly

by Kevin McKinley

Writer-in-residence authors new book
by Bob Ellis
managing editor
Procrastination must be
awfully productive for
writer-in-residence Mark
Steadman. His new novel,
"Angelchild," proves that.
"My philosophy about writing is to put it off as long as
possible," he chuckles, as he
leans back in his orfice chair.
Steadman's jokes make you
feel comfortable around him,
as do the Duckhead khakis,
blue buttondown shirt, rep
tie, gray houndstooth coat
and the Nike running shoes he
sports.
In short, he's a regular kind
of guy whose favorite preoccupation is laughing and making other people laugh with
him. Although Steadman is
good at telling a funny story,
he might be better at writing
one.
And you can bet that
"Angelchild" is at least a
funny story. But Steadman is
quick to warn that it's a
serious story as well. In fact,

his editor at Peachtree Publishing told Steadman his
first draft of "Angelchild"
got too serious, too quickly.
So the professor revised the
novel, diffusing the humor
throughout the book.
"Angelchild" is a story of
people accepting someone different. But it has a twist. The
angelchild is a beautiful
daughter born into a family
Steadman calls "ugly."
"The situation is usually reversed," he said. "Most of the
time it's the beautiful accepting the ugly, not the ugly accepting the beautiful."
"Angelchild" began in 1958
as a short story that Steadman
never got published. He always liked the story, so when
writer's block hit with another
novel he was writing, he
returned to "Angelchild." It
took about two years of "procrastinating," but Steadman
had the novel published this
fall.
His latest work is
Steadman's third published
novel. The first was "McAfee

Two introductory courses
in HLTH 298 will be offered
at 9:05 a.m. MWF and
12:30 p.m. TTH. The course
will study about your mind,
your body, your health, your
relationships and your needs.
There is no prerequisite for
this course.
' HLTH 498/698, "Health
Society," is a sequel to HLTH
298. The course will be taught
by Carol Schwartz at 9:30
a.m. TTH and 5-8 p.m. TH. It
is a broad study of health problems that reflect faulty lifestyle practices. Topics such
as suicide, bulimia, homosexuality, headaches, cancer and
arthritis are examples of the
subject material.
Also, HLTH 401/601,
"Health Care Consumerism,"
will explore relationship to
available health care options.
It will be offered at 11:15 a.m.
MWF and 5 p.m. W and will
be taught by nursing faculty
member Jeri Milstead.
Many of you will enter professions that deal with
children or will some day be
parents. The course 410/610,
"Concepts of Child Health," will
be offered at 11 a.m. TTH and
5 p.m. M.

A SALUTE 70 VStf$
ARTISTOF THt YEAR
WlrVMNG ArTTlSr.' I- M ALOSER
TITLE OF THE WORK:

V HANO*

f-j

# oF HouRS
THt" WoRKTooK
To COMPLETE: if
Mark Steadman
writer-in-residence
County," followed by "A
Lion's Share." "McAfee County" was published in 1970,
but, in a sense, Steadman had
see Novel, page 14
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Research useful to student and state
by Kim Norton
features editor

_ profile
Like many college students,

Jennifer Frick isn't exactly
sure what she wants to do
when she graduates. But,
unlike many college students,'
Jennifer isn't taking personality evaluations to help
her decide which career is
right for her—she's doing
research, literally.
Jennifer, a junior biochemistry major, began working in the Department of
Plant
Pathology
and
Physiology more than two
years ago. Because of her ininterest and research skills,
the department kept her on
after her fellowship ran out.
Unlike most university undergraduates, Jennifer will have
more than four years of
laboratory research under her
belt, which she thinks will get
her into a good graduate program or medical school.
The fellowship Jennifer
received during her freshman
year is the George Miller
Armstrong Undergraduate

Development Program. This
fellowship, given to one student
per year, was established
William and Evelyn Epps.
William Epps, a former department head of the Department of Plant Pathology and
Physiology, established the
fellowship for students who
were interested in gaining
research experience while in
college.
"When I was in high school,
I worked with tissue cultures
for the USDA [United States
Department of Agriculture]
in Florence on a research
grant," Jennifer said. "The
program I was in there was
developed for gifted science
students."
When Jennifer followed her
father's footsteps by coming
to Clemson, she was awarded
the fellowship and continued
her work in a lab. The project
that Jennifer has been working on, under the supervision
of Nyal D. Camper, is perti-

nent to one of South Carolina's
biggest industries—peaches.
"There are many different
peach tree varieties," Jennifer
said. "We are trying to
develop rooting techniques
that will produce a new variety
of peach tree that resists herbicides, resists pests, and
develops faster."
All of this research does not
happen overnight, said Jennifer. Although she is a student, Jennifer's familiarity
with the subject matter
would probably astound
many professors. It is this intense desire to learn that has
kept Jennifer working on the
peach tree project.
"When I first started working in the lab here, Dr. Camper
sat down with me and explained all of the procedures
to me," Jennifer said. "Now, I
do a lot of the work on my
own. When I walk into the lab
and someone tells me to make
a new batch of the media (the
solution
that
allows
plant pieces to grow as if they
were in a natural environ-

Give your parents the
Christmas gift they'll
cherish for at least a
year—a subscription to
'The Tiger/ Only $10!
Send your orders to
Box 2097 University
Station. Avoid the
holiday rush.

Jennifer Frick examines a lab sample with William Epps, who
established a fellowship for students interested in research.

ment), I have to think about
what goes into the media.
"I can't decide between
research and medical school,"
she said, "but right now I'm
leaning more toward research."
But the lab isn't the only
place Jennifer enjoys spending her time. "I'm a certified
scuba diver," she said. "And

I love to run and water ski."
Regardless of Jennifer's
future plans, whether they are
in the field of medicine or in
research, she said there must
be one key element. "I'm not
ready to graduate because
I'm not sure that I want to
do," Jennifer said, "but I'm
ready for a new challenge."

SOFTWARE
JUST ARRIVED NEW SHIPMENT
INCLUDING GAMES, HOME AND BUSINESS PROGRAMS
CHUCK YEAGER'S ADVANCED FLIGHT TRAINING
3D HELICOPTER SIMULATION
WHERE IN THE USA IS CARMEN SANDIEGO
SARGON III
SILENT SERVICE
SHANGHAI

PRICES FROM $9.95 TO $49.95
COME BY OR CALL TODAY

CLEMSON COMPUTER CONSULTING, INC.
654-9672 or 654-3663

THE
MOVIE
HOUSE

MOVIE STORE AT VICTORIA SQ.

Extra! Extra!
10% Discount on
All Hardware and
Balsa Wood Purchases
With Student ID

D
nwr 76

axnson ctrrra
Karen Greene
Dawn Chavis

654-8820

M%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%K*KK%*

Expires 12-31-87

University Lutheran Church
Lutheran Campus Center
WELCOMES YOU

"OLE" NORM'S INC.
BUILDING SUPPLIES — HARDWARE — SPORTING GOODS
HWY. 93 & 123

P. O. BOX 966

PHONE (803) 654-1652

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
Hours: 7 am - 8 pm Mon. - Sat.

WORSHIP Sunday Mornings 8:30 & 11:00
STUDENT 12:15 Sunday after worship
Sermon and Sandwich
GROUP
Discussion and Meal
GATHERINGS
6:00 Wednesday Evenings
Meal and Fellowship
Pastor Steve Plonk
FOR
654-8135
INFORMATION 654-4232
CALL
LSM President,
Kathy Heinsohn
654-3332
656-2157
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from page 12

been working on it since
childhood.
Most of his material comes
from growing up in Georgia,
from the small-town atmosphere of Statesboro to the urban one of Atlanta.
Steadman describes himself
as a "Southern" writer. "I
don't know what else to call
myself," he said. "I can't
imagine living anywhere outside the South for an extended
period of time."
Much like Flannery O 'Conner, one of his influences, his
brand of humor and his obsession
with
grotesque
characters point to his
regional identity. His style is
simple, much as the people for

whom he writes.
"I think I've made some bad
mistakes in choosing my audience." he said. "I used to
;say that I was not writing
for English professors. I appreciate the comments from
my colleagues, and I don't
want to seem ungrateful.
"But the thing that would
really turn me on would be for
some kid from a rural area of
South Carolina to come up and
say he really liked something
I'd written. That would be the
ultimate compliment for me,"
Steadman said.
"I write books mainly as a
challenge against those who
don't read that much,"
Steadman said. "The mistake

there is that people who don't
read much also don't buy
books much."
A similar challenge motivates Steadman to teach
English at Clemson. Teaching
English at a school where engineering seems to dominate is
what he calls the "uphill battle
that has kept my interest in
teaching here."
Although he thoroughly enjoys teaching, Steadman said
there's a little problem in
teaching good literature and
trying to be a writer of it.
"Trying to live up to the
standards of the great writers is tough. You either have
to have a big ego or be very
forgetful."

Affected owners were extremely upset, but the Corps
made its decision in
February 1979 and the plan
went through. A few compromises were made offering
some docks communitydock status, but shoreline
control went to the Corps.
In 1981, the problems we
face today came. The PCBs
were still here, but the rain
wasn't. The late summer
and fall of 1981 were dry.
Between the lack of water
and the drain by the dam to
generate electricity, Hartwell suffered. In September
1981, the lake was 12 feet
below normal, and visitors
to the second most popular
Army Corps of Engineers
lake in the nation had declined by almost 20 percent.
Before its rebound, Hartwell

fell to levels almost 20 feet
below normal.

Lake
from page 12

Management Plan in 1978
which upset many private
landowners around the lake.
The Corps began to use its
legal control of the
shoreline to establish regulations and limitations regarding access. The Corps was
concerned that public access
to the lake was being
threatened by private property owners long the lake's
shore.
The plan affected about
five percent of the private
docks on the lake, but this
five percent was denied permit renewal by the plan. In
all, about half of the lake
was affected, but much of
this shoreline was without
private docks. The 3,500
private docks on the other
half of the lake were left
alone.

The summer of 1986 was
almost a repeat of 1981, but
in many respects it was
worse. Lake levels fell more
than 20 feet, and many
towns in the Upstate began
to worry about water.
After 30 years, Lake Hartwell has survived most
every kind of controversy
imaginable, and it is likely
to withstand Mother
Nature.
Editor's Note: This is the
second in a two-part series
about Hartwell Lake. AU information in this article was
found in the files on Hartwell
Lake in the reference area of
the Robert Muldrow Cooper
Library.

IT'S FUNNY
ISN'T IT?
How can the best subs
come from a pizza joint?
Try the COLUMBO difference!
Subs delivered to your door.
Italian, Mr. Columbo, Ham 'n' Cheese,
Best Meatball in USA, Roast Beef,
Cold Turkey, Veggie, Tuna, Italian
Beef, Super Sub, Club Sub (triple
decker in a sub bun—one of a kind),
BBC (Beef—Bacon—Cheese).

KILLER SUBS!
BUY ONE SUB AT REGULAR PRICE
GET SECOND AT Vi PRICE
Foot Longs or Half Foots

654-1103
Expires Dec. 31, 1987

Are you in the dark regarding Redfem's
condom distribution policy?
Listen to the "Hot Seat"
radio program on Tuesday,
Nov. 10, at 6:30 p.m. and
have your questions answered.
Guests will be Dr. William Griffith,
doctor at Redfern and
Dave Koon, student.
The "Hot Seat" is sponsored by Student Government
and WSBF. WSBF can be found at 88.1 on the FM dial
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Entertainment
Happy Birthday

'Rolling Stone' celebrates 20th
G^/fa^KMftfcfamfc &* Mfafe ft* l^sbc^Bona Sti^Ton, Wdjt,
H«nttrTbomt*m,Bk>ardKtn™ly, MtnCwdite, Jack Nichols and morr^
,

by Terry E. Manning
entertainment editor
So far this year the editors
of "Rolling Stone" have offered the best 100 albums,
the best live acts, and the
most influential styles of the
past 20 years. Now they present the twentieth anniversary issue' of "Rolling Stone."
With a well-deserved sense
of accomplishment, the
editors have commissioned
their writers to interview major figures of the past few
decades. These figures range
from political figures such as
George McGovern and Jesse
Jackson to musical legends
like Bob Dylan and Joan
Baez.
Included also are interviews with those who have
themselves been chroniclers
of these times. Walter
Cronkite, Tom Wolfe and the
ever-infamous Hunter S.
Thompson offer their views.

The focus of the interviews,
with few exceptions, is the tices of contemporary artists
Sixties. Questions deal with like U2 and Prince.
the efforts in political acThis sense of coming imtivism, the affirmation of provement is embodied in the
civil rights, the mysticism of fact that the most profound
the Sixties and the ground- statement on music in the
breaking actions of musical book is quoted from the
innovators like John Lennon youngest person in the book,
and Jimi Hendrix. The ques- U2's lead singer Bono.
tions also compare the Sixties
"Why can't rock and roll
with the Eighties.
dance like Elvis Presley, sing
Without fail, the Reagan like Van Morrison, walk like
administration and Reagan the Supremes, talk like John
himself come under fire. The Lennon, roar like the Clash,
apathy of youth, the ig- drum like Keith Moon and
norance of the American play guitar like Jim Hendrix?
masses —these are all Why?"
elaborated upon by the
featured figures. These demiIf sentiments like these can
icons also offer ways to imbecome widespread, maybe
prove current situations.
rock will evolve into this
dream state. And if it does,
The political leaders point
you can take for granted that
to a renewal of awareness; the
"Rolling Stone" will be there
writers often point to a closer
to cover it in the same
scrutiny of our trends and acmagnificent fashion it has
tivities; the musicians point
done for the past two
to the new sounds and pracdecades.

Cosby vs. the Cajuns: Blacks on television
by Terry E. Manning
entertainment editor
I remember the time my
parents took the furniture out
of my room. They pretended
that they didn 't know me and
treated me like I was just a
boarder trying to get a room.
They even had me buy my
own furniture back from them.
God, that was a good one. By
the time they were through, I
had a real appreciation for how
hard it is trying to make it in
the "real world."
No, this didn't really happen
to me. But it would have if I
happened to be Theo Huxtable
on "The Cosby Show." I
would also spontaneously
break into education raps with
my friend Cockroach. Despite
my usual mental incapacity,
my parents would then be
assured that they had "raised
me right." Excuse me, "reared

me correctly." I would also
happen to speak perfect
English. Once again, my usual
ignorance would not play a
factor.
I guess I am being a little
hard on "The Cosby Show,"
but with so few black shows
on television, I hate knowing
that this trash consistently
tops the Nielsens.
I used to really like this
show. In the first few episodes
were things that I could relate
to. There were always certain
experiences that I could take
assurance in knowing were
universal and common, if not
to the black experience exclusively, to family life
everywhere.
I could laugh when the
children on the show did
things my brother and I had
done while growing up. Or at
things my friends had done
and experienced. The show al-

lowed me to share, it allowed
me to laugh at my own
fallacies.
Somewhere during the second season, I take for granted
that someone decided to make
"Cosby" a morality play. I, as
characterized by the Huxtable
offspring, became a bubblehead, grossly ignorant
about my heritage. I changed
into a backtalking twit. I
became, in essence, a TV kid.
I have only seen two episodes of "Cosby" in the past
two-and-a-half years. Friends
whose opinions I respect tell
me I am not missing a thing.
I'd given up on finding
again a true representation of
black life until I saw "Frank's
Place" on CBS this season.
The people on this show
were black, like me. And they
had white friends, like mine,
who didn't spend all of their
'time empathizing with me
about what "they done to us"

Moja Nya brings

in the past.
The atmosphere at the restaurant felt real; I could feel
the heat when these people
sweat. There were elderly people who were comfortable with
being old. People even watched
the soap operas on this show.
They even listen to old music
on a regular basis, not once a
year on their grandparent's
wedding anniversary.
The people aren't all understanding. They make mistakes and pay for them. They
get mad and stay mad. Weddings are canceled. These people represent life as I know it,
and I'm sure others know it.
If you're tired of being
given a placebo for what life is
all about, forget "Cosby." If
only on an experimental
basis, try "Frank's Place,"
and know what it's like to
laugh again—at others and
yourself.

by Kelly Sutton
staff writer
John Lydon, formerly"Johnny Rotten" of the Sex
Pistols, has returned to the
music scene with his band
Public Image Limited after
a two-year absence with
"Happy?". The last album
was "Album," released in
1985, and featured then upand-coming guitarist Steve
Vai. That album made a
switch to a heavy-metal
sound not heard before with
Lydon and was quite successful.
"Happy?" is a brand-new
start for Lydon in that ail
his band members are new.
see Album, page 16

Campus Highlights

reggae to the

Y-Theater "Platoon" will be playing at the Y-Theater
tonight and tomorrow night. Shows are at 7
and 9:30, and admission is $1.75.

Spanish Moon

The free movie will be "Goldfinger." Shows
are at 7 and 9:15 Sunday evening.

by Terry E. Manning
entertainment editor
This group has gained a
reputation for stealing the
show from the headliners
for whom they open. Black
Uhuru, Dennis Brown,
Yellowman, and Third World
have all felt the potential
displayed in their performances. On Nov. 6, Clemson's
Spanish Moon will present
budding music sensation
Moja Nya.
"Umoja Nya" is Swahih
and means "for the purpose of
unity." These musicians have
united to unify all types of
music; according to thenpress release, Moja Nya
"blends reggae polyrhythms
with a rock/funk/jazzy style
all its own, and delivers the

Lydon changes
Image with
new LP

5-Directions Cinema will present "Blue
Velvet" next Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $2.

Moja Nya
resulting mixture with high and reggae legend Jimmy
energy, style, humor and Cliff.
Having previously released
goodwill."
The band consists of Alex three 12-inch singles, Moja
Laroque on drums, Robin plans to offer a debut album
Armstrong on guitar, bassist later this year. One single in
Brian Rock and Desmond particular, "Rise Up," has
Hyson on keyboards. All been a European semi-classic
together their backgrounds since its release in 1984.
If their Dress release and all
include work with Nina
Hagen, the Rolling Stones, the hype is to be believed,
and Bruce Springsteen. The Clemson students can IOOK
group lists their influences as forward to a great time Friguitarists like Eric Clapton, day night. The performance
jazz drummer Tony Williams begins at 10 p.m.

Edgar's

The University Union Special Events Committee will present "We Can Make You
Laugh" Nov. 7 at 8 p.m. There will be an admission charge of $2.
The Coffeehouse Committee will present
Charles W. Greene, "Magician," at 9 p.m. on
Nov. 12. Admission will be $1.

Madrigal
Choir

Tickets are now on sale for the "Olde English
Yuletide Feaste and Renaissance Revel"
madrigal dinner and concert to be presented
December 5 and 6 at Clemson House. Cost is
$18.75. For more information, call 656-3453.
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Album
from page 15

departure of bassist Keith
Levine, due to drug problems,
left Lydon at a loss as to what
musical direction to take.
"Happy?" returns to the old
PiL, featuring an emphasized
bass as the backbone, as there
was on their "Second
Edition" and "Religion"
albums. However, the metal
guitar sound of the last LP remains with the help of former
Siouxsie and the Banshees'
guitarist John McGeoch. The
rest of PiL consist of Lydon,
Lu Edmunds, Alan Dais, and
Bruce Smith.
The first single off the
album is "Seattle", a pop-ish
rock song about that city
which Lydon labels a "godforsaken place" and whose
lyrics, he says, are very pertinent: "Don't like the look of
this old town/What comes up
must come down. ..."
"Rules and Regulations"
haven't mattered to John
Lydon much in the past 12
years and he's still sick of
them, as this song indicates.
Here we find the first song on
the record that is reminiscent
of 'the heavy-metal sound
found on "Album". It is a
driving rock-and-roll song
about society's rules by
society's self-proclaimed
"threat to the majority". By
employing some masterful
vocal echo as well as the whining cry known to Johnny
Rotten fans worldwide, it
stands out as one of his most
typical and best songs of
"Happy?".
The best song by far on
the first side of the album is
"The Body". A driving drum
beat that would send headbangers to the nearest wall

and wailing guitar effects, by
McGeoch, carry Lydon's
anger at child abusers. "Child
abusers," he said in a recent
interview, "should be castrated . . . and drawn and
quartered". Despite the dead
seriousness of his views, the
song still gets you moving.
A heavy bass riff and dark,
moody background vocals
from "Save Me," the last
song on side one. Religion,
with its Tammy Faes and
Oral Roberts, has always bugged Lydon and this album
does not spare that subject
from his wrath. "Faith in
foolish words—come now join
the herd/A mass of mindless
ants—dead as decadence" are
some of the "praising" lyrics
of the song. "Save Me" is a
definite blast at those
hypocrites, and the music
with very good keyboards, is
a chilling reminder.
The best track on the album
leads off the second side.
"Hard Times" makes the
switch from the dominate
heavy-metal sound to a
"clean-sounding" guitar,
which is mixed with a low
volume guitar noise and feedback while John whines. As
he rolls the spiteful words of
ultra-nationalism and flagwaving off his tongue, a spectre of the Sex Pistols glides
before us but quickly moves
on.
The next lash on society is
"Open and Revolving", an
image of the minds of today's
youth—a lot of information
coming in but there's no
challenge or questioning of
that information. This music
is similar to "Rules and
Regulations;" that same driv-

"SPIRIT BLITZ 87"
Continues

Lady Tigers Volleyball
€ \0 Georgia Bulldogs
1987 ACC Volleyball
Tournament posters to
be given away FREE to
everyone in attendance!

ing rock but using it this time
to make kids "keep an eye out
and be open to suggestions"
Next is "Angry?' Need I
say more? The vocal effects
used on this track put the
ones on "Rules and Regulations" to shame. Definitely
influenced by the last album's
sound, this song's guitar
sound is very heavy and
Johnny uses the break in the
middle to reprimand people
who conform. "You are
fashionable like any other
trend/You follow on, pose,
pretend. You, you are not
your own person . . . why not
be yourself?"
Lastly is one of those
"nothing" songs found at
least once on any album. "Fat
Chance Hotel" reminds one of
the past hit "Rise" and is just
as good. A good ending to a
great album.
"Happy?" is not at all that.
The words are deep in social
relevance (which is extremely
rare these days), but the
music is great. It gets the
head bopping and the feet going. This album is not a punk
album nor is John Lydon the
punk that he once was.

Tuesday, Nov. 10, 7 p.m.
JERVEY GYMNASIUM

Sponsored l»v

America's Supermarket

Chanelo's
Introduces the

EVERY MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY
12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT

BUY ONE 10* PIZZA YOUR CHOICE
GET 2nd 10" PIZZA SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE
* FOR 1 DOLLAR

DAILY DOUBLE

DINE IN-FAST, FREE. HOT OEUVERY-TM( OUT
U W MIMmum Ortfar on Camtnj.— IT HIMIMUM Onto. IMHn A/».
:DMMM TO AU-T.CN cnc ui * CALL 654-6990 AS CLOU AS roua ntONC

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE
DOUBLE YOUR FUN

• TUESDAY'S SUB SPECTACULAR
BUY ONE FOOTL0NG SUB-YOUR CHOICE!
GET 2nd SUB—SAME VALUE

Vz PRICE!
WEDNESDAY SUPER SAVER

GET 2 PIZZAS
FOR
r
THE PRICE OF 1!
The Real Deal
ret 2-12 inch Cheese Pizzas
for only $7.99

T"

SIS?

MEDIUM 14- PIZZA WTO ONE OF YOUR FAVOPTTC TOPPINGS
PIUS Z ICE-COLD

$6.00 * Tax

COXES

FOR THOSE WHO THINK BIG!
THURSDAY IS LG. 16* PIZZA
WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
PLUS 3 ICE COLD COKES

ONLY $7.99 *

Tax

TIGER PARTY WEEKEND SPECIAL
20* PARTY PIZZA

WITH ONI OP YOUH FAVOHITI TO^PINOS
Ofwn NMWH. CMMIM
On.I*. AwcfWHlM. £xtr«-

P»*P»—«*. MtuWf lint, HM. Grout* 0*o(.
B-KO-T BlaM OttovM, QMR ON«*Mk StWf.

*and only $1.69 per topping

TTMct Cni-tL

u*t * tci-cnj cons
sow rm *»i urn

WINN-DIXIE

$10.99 >T„

. covers both pizzas

WHY GO AROUND HUNGRY

ALL pmccs * TAX
DINE IN
CARRY OUT
FAST. FREE. HOT DELIVERY
■ Qr«r •

Call Cfianelo's 654-6990

DINNER FOR 2
only $5.00
Receive a 14" Cheese plus
one ol your favorite loppings
PLUS 2 - 12 oi. drinks - your choice
From Noon till 12 Mldnite

i^W

EXPIRES 11/25/87

DINE IN ONLY

CALL CHANELO'S 654-6990
LUNCHTIME

COUPON SPECIAL

PARTY SIZE 20" PIZZA
CHEESE. +
ANY 2 TOPPINGS

7" PIZZA—ONE TOPPING
SOUP OR SALAD BAR
12-oz. DRINK
or
SHORT SANDWICH
SOUP OR SALAD BAR
12-oz. DRINK

ONLY$-|0"
EXPIRES 11/25/87
DINE IN — DELIVERY — TO GO

SPECIAL,">

EXPIRES 11/25/87

ONLY $2.86
DINE IN ONLY

}R coupon cntoii

FOR COUPON CREDIT
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PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PLACING YOUR ORDER
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TRAVEL UPDATE
Sign up for Thanksgiving and Christmas airport
shuttles at the Loggia Info Desk NOW!

Thanksgiving Shuttle Schedule:
Wed., Nov. 25-From Loggia to Airport
* Accommodates flights from 11 a.m.-?
First shuttle leaves Loggia at 8 a.m.
Shuttles leave approx. 3 hrs. prior to
flight time
Sun., Nov. 29—From Airport to Loggia
* Accommodates flights arriving BEFORE
10 p.m.
* First shuttle arrives at airport at 12 noon
Sign-up Deadline—Friday, Nov. 20-4:30 p.m.
Last Day for Refund—Friday, Nov. 20—4:30 p.m.
Cost: $10 each way
Schedules Available at Info. Desk,
Monday, Nov. 23, 2 p.m.

Christmas Shuttle Schedule:
From Loggia to Airport:
Sat., Dec. 12 * Accommodates flights from
I p.m.-?
Sun., Dec. 13 * Accommodates flights from

THIS WEEK ... AT THE MOVIES . ..
cc

PLATOON"-Thursday-Saturday, Nov. 5-7
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. • $1.75
'GOLDFINGER"-Sunday, Nov. 8
7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. • FREE

OUTDOOR RECREATION
COMMITTEE PRESENTS
AN ALL-DAY HIKE IN
THE MOUNTAINS.
SATURDAY, NOV. 7
9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Lunch will be provided. Sign up now
at the Loggia Info. Desk.,
Cost: $5

II a.m.-?

From Airport to Loggia
Sun., Jan. 3
* Accommodates flights arriving
& Mon., Jan. 4 BEFORE 10 p.m.
* 1st Shuttle arrives at airport
at 12 noon
Sign-up Deadline—Friday, Dec. 4—4:30 p.m.
Last Day for Refund—Friday, Dec. 4—4:30 p.m.
Cost: $10 each way
Schedules Available at Info Desk,
Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2 p.m.
Airport Walk-ons will be charged $15 for
transportation to the Loggia and will be
accommodated ONLY IF space is available.

We Can Make You Laugh!

BE A PART OF THE MAGIC!
LIVE IN EDGAR'S
Thursday, Nov. 12

Charles W. Greene—Magician
9 p.m. • $1

Only$1!!

Saturday, Nov. 7*8 p.m.
in Edgar's
Cost: $2
Let our comedian try to put a smile on your face
-IF HE CAN'T ... you win $25 and a
"Make Me Laugh" T-shirt.
Interested in being a contestant?
Sign up now at the Loggia Info Desk.

Get a CUU can cooler
for only $1
by bringing this coupon
by the Travel Center
in the loggia.
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sports
Morocco experiences
Williams-like day
TRAILING
THE TIGER

Tommy Hood
Sports Editor
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
As Rodney Williams stepped out
of the Clemson locker room last
Saturday, he couldn't help but look
over at Chris Morocco and laugh.
Williams had started 27 straight
games, with the Kentucky game in
1985 being the last time he had not
received the starting nod. And 27
straight times he had faced the barrage of questions after the game.
He had faced the reporters after
many wins and relatively few
losses, but most of the time the reporters' questions centered around
Rodney's problems.
But as he walked into the interview room last Saturday, Rodney
knew he wasn't the one on the hot
seat. After shouldering the blame
for the Tigers' poor performance
during their previous seven games,
he could look over at Chris and
know what he was going through
and probably not feel very sorry for
him.
It wasn't like Williams had wished
this kind of fate on Chris when he
suffered a slight knee sprain in
Monday's practice, but he couldn't
help but feel good knowing someone else finally knows how he has
felt the majority of the time after
Tiger football games since he came
to Clemson.
For Morocco it wasn't a good situation having to fill in for Williams
after seeing little action in the
Tigers' previous seven games, but
he had a Williams-like performance
and could appreciate what Rodney
goes through after last Saturday's
game.
Morocco led the Tigers deep into
Wake Forest territory early in the
game, but had a perfect pass to
Terry Allen fumbled after Allen had
advanced to the Demon Deacon
20-yard line.
He was also dropped for a sack
later in the half after being surrounded by the ACC's second-best
defensive unit, next to the Tigers.
The sack was something Williams
had not suffered this year as the
Tiger quarterback until the line allowed the Wake defense to swallow
him up in the second half. Morocco
then made a bad pitch to Terry
Allen after he had been slowed
down by the Wake penetration
while Allen continued unhindered,
putting Chris in an awkward situation, having Allen slightly in front
of him awaiting the pitch.
And to top off the half, Morocco
was intercepted deep in Tiger territory, setting up Wake for another
score with 34 seconds left and the
ball on the Tiger 24. Only an interception by Donnell Woolford in the
end zone saved the Tigers from at
least a 10-point and maybe a
14-point halftime deficit.
It's no wonder Chris was a bit
shaken as the Tigers went in at intermission. Some of the mistakes
he made weren't completely his
fault, and the Tigers just weren't
playing as a team in the first half.
But in Death Valley the quarterback gets most of the attention
whether he is passing, pitching or
see Trailing, page 20

Henderson leads Tigers past Demon Deacons
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
For a half, the ghouls, goblins and
Demon Deacons were out in full force
last Saturday in Death Valley.
Nobody needed to be reminded that
the demons of the world have thenday on October 31, and the Wake
Forest Deacon variety did as they
pleased for the first thirty minutes.
Wake Forest jumped out to a 17-10
halftime lead on two long touchdown
passes from Mike Elkins to Ricky
Proehl and held the Tiger offense to a
field goal and a punt return for a
touchdown by Donnell Woolford.
Things looked pretty spooky as the
Tigers went into the locker room.
"We gave up two long plays in the
first half, and that's all right if you
can come back and make it up," Head
Coach Danny Ford said after the
game. "They beat us on a down and
up, which was a great play call. Then
they beat us one time on a route that
we had a good shot at covering, but
didn't."
But after going in for a costume
change, the Tigers came out with
Rodney Williams at quarterback
after starting Chris Morocco and
sticking with him the entire first half.
Williams stabilized the Tigers' offense as they drove for three secondhalf touchdowns to beat Wake Forest
31-17.
"Morocco got a chance to get some
playing time early, and I thought he
did a fairly decent job," Ford said.
"Rodney came in the second half—we
didn't want to play him, but after
Chris had a little bit of uneasiness
right before halftime we wanted to
put him in. We had hoped to come
back with him a little bit earlier in the
third quarter, but we're just happy to
win."
The Tigers' win raised their record
to 7-1 overall and 4-1 in the Atlantic
Coast Conference in front of scouts
from the Citrus, Gator, Sugar, Peach

Ken Birchfield/senior staff photographer

Quarterback Chris Morocco prepares to throw downfield in Saturday's game
with Wake Forest. Morocco started the game and played all of the first half.
and Hall of Fame bowls.
Morocco started the game after
Williams suffered a slight knee sprain
in Monday's practice and led the
Tigers down to the Wake 38 before
completing a perfect pass to Terry
Allen, only to have Allen fumble the
ball away at the Wake 20-yard line. It
was just the beginning of a
frustrating half for Morocco.
He suffered the first sack on the
year of a Tiger quarterback in the second quarter, made a bad pitch to
Terry Allen that resulted in a fumble
and was intercepted late in the half.
The interception was negated when
Donnell Woolford intercepted a Mike
Elkins pass in the end zone three
plays later.
"It was the first start I had made

since high school, so it was a big adjustment going out there today,"
Morocco said. "I wanted to go out
and play like I had been playing for a
year, but I guess I was a bit anxious
and made a few mistakes."
Williams came in to start the second half and directed the Tigers to a
touchdown on their first drive, when
he took the offense 65 yards in 13
plays to tie the game at 17. Terry
Allen went the final five yards for the
score.
On their next possession, the Tigers
went 80 yards in nine plays, with the
final 31 yards coming on a Joe
Henderson touchdown romp, to move
ahead 24-17. Henderson alternated
see Football, page 23

Tigers visit UNC
looking to wrap
up ACC crown
by Benny Benton
assistant sports editor
While some Tiger fans are looking
eagerly down the road to a Nov. 21
showdown in Columbia, the 10thranked Tigers know that tomorrow's
game against the Tar Heels of North
Carolina is the most pivotal one this
season for both teams.
"Our game at Chapel Hill is a pretty
big football game, if you have the goal
in mind of winning the conference
championship, which both teams
probably do," said Head Coach Danny
Ford. "It's a very big challenge for
both teams."
A victory for the Tigers would
mean at least a tie for the ACC Championship, but more importantly
would provide a much needed emotional boost for the end of the season.
Rodney Williams eludes a North Carolina defensive back on a 30-yard
After bumbling their way through
the routine of six consecutive home touchdown run in last year's 38-10 win over the Tar Heels.
games facing mediocre teams, the an important crossroads in their
Tigers must regain the motivation season. A victory over the Tigers well-rounded performance of the year,
and intensity with which they started would probably lead to an 8-3 season outmanning the Tar Heels before a
the season, and must do so against a and a bowl bid, with a good shot at live television audience and 81,000 in
tough UNC squad in a must-win sit- the ACC crown to boot. On the other Death Valley.
When the cameras tune in at 4 p.m.
uation of its own.
hand, a loss on Saturday would leave tomorrow with a national broadcast,
The Heels struggled to a 3-3 mark the team with an uncertain future
midway through the season, in- through the rest of the regular season the Heels will be seeking to turn the
cluding a 1-2 home mark, but have and probably means a trip home for tables on the Tigers, while the Tigers
hope to pull together its offense and
bounced back with two solid victories the holidays.
defense for a performance reminiscent
on the road, including a 27-14
Not only that, the Heels will also be of last year. However, it will be a conthrashing of Maryland in College looking to pay back a debt. In last
siderable task for both sides.
Park last Saturday.
year's meeting between the two schools,
Now with a 5-3 mark, UNC faces the Tigers put together their most
see UNC, page 23
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Donnell Bruce battles for wing spot
bv Tommy Hood
by
sports editor

While Clemson Head Basketball Coach Cliff Ellis compares his' team to a new car
after the loss of Horace
Grant, freshman Donnell
Bruce doesn't quite see it that
way.
The freshman wing player
from Branchville High School
came to Clemson after leading
the state in scoring last
season and, for Bruce, there is
no feeling of loss. He spent
last season leading his team
to the state championship instead of relying on Grant, like
many of the Tiger players
who returned for this season
did.
"The team seems totally
lost without Horace," Bruce
said. "I guess I am at an advantage having never played
with him."
And while Grant left a big
hole at the center and forward
positions, Bruce will be
counted on this season to fill
just as big a vacancy at the
shooting guard position.
Gone is Michael Tait after
finishing 10th in the nation in
three-point goals last season.
That left almost as big a hole
as Grant's departure, but
Bruce looks ready to fill that
void.
He is in a battle right now
with Chris Duncan for Tait's
spot, but Ellis has said that
he will count on Bruce as the
season progresses. "Duncan
will get keen competition
from a young man from
Branchville, S.C., by the
name of Donnell Bruce, who I
think is going to be a quality
basketball
player
at
Clemson," Ellis said.
Tiger junior forward Jerry
Pryor agrees with his coach.
"Bruce is a guy that really
impresses me," Pryor said.
"He can go inside or outside,
he can put it on the floor, and
he can shoot it. I'm really
looking forward to playing
with him."
Bruce led the state in scoring last season with a 31.2
average. He shot 60 percent
from the field and 75 percent

I was recruited
by just about
every conference.
But I liked what I
saw in the Clemson
program. I felt it was
coming up, and
that's where I
wanted to be was
with an up and coming program.
Donnell Bruce
Forward
from the line.
He said his decision to come
to Clemson was made easier
in part by Grant. "I saw what
Grant and the rest of the
team did last year and I felt
they had the best program in
the state, and I really wanted
to stay in the state," he said.
Bruce was recruited by
almost every conference in
the nation. He was the 62ndbest ballplayer in the nation
last year, according to the
"All-Star Sports," publication,
and was the MVP of the state
all-star game.
"I was recruited by just
about every conference,"
Bruce said. "But I liked what
I saw in the Clemson program. I felt like it was coming
up, and that's where I wanted
to be—with an up-and-coming program."
Bruce not only ranked high
in the national recruiting
lists, he also finished third in
his high school class at
Branchville High and finished
with a 3.3 grade point
average. He is majoring in
marketing at Clemson and
said his high school work has
made college seem easier than
he thought it would be.
"When I came out of high
school, I thought that college
would be real tough, but it

O
r
hasn t really been that much
harder than high school. I
just have to keep up and not
get behind in my studying,"
Bruce said.
"I came up here over the
summer to try to get adjusted
a little to being away from
home, and also to work out
and get ready for the season."
He also spent the first part
of the summer leading the
McBee AAU team to the
state championship, but
elected to come to Clemson instead of going to Iowa with
the team for the AAU national championship tournament.
"At first, I did a lot of running down at the track and I
was scared that there would
be a whole lot more running
here than in high school,"
Bruce said. "But in practices
now, we don't do much running. We spend most of our
time on drills. What has probably surprised me the most is
the time we spend on drills.
Coach Ellis really emphasizes
those."
Bruce, who is listed at 6-6
and 180, has also had to get
used to not being the tallest
person on the court after
spending his career at a Class
A high school. "When I was
in high school, I could usually
just look over everyone," he
said. "Now everyone is my
size, if not taller, and it has
taken some getting used to."
His talent can't be overlooked, though Ellis admitted, "Donnell will have to
make the adjustment from
coming to a small school to
the ACC."
However, Bruce said he
feels that he will make the
transition into the ACC, and
that the preseason prognosticators have been selling
the Tigers short so far.
"Most people have us
around fifth or sixth in the
conference, but I think we
have the talent to finish anywhere from fourth on up,"
Bruce said. "It's going to
take a big adjustment for me,
but I think that I am ready to
help the team in the ACC
race.

Many thanks to these businesses for their support of the
Clemson Student Phonathon Callers as they work toward their
goal of $257,000 for Clemson's academic programs.
Acropolis Pizzeria
Bash Riprock's
Capri's Italian Restaurant
Columbo's Pizza
Domino's Pizza
Golden Corral Family Steak House
Golden Dragon Chinese Restaurant
Granny Zuercher's Bakery
Los Hermanos
Maurice's Gourmet Barbecue Pit Stop
Pizza Pub
Po Folks
RJ's
Sub Station II
TCBY Yogurt
W. J. Brea's
Western Sizzlin Steak House

t. CLEMSON
&

LOYALTY FUND

Head Hunters
VICTORIA SQ.— HNRSTYUSTS1

654-2599

654-9243
FREE
DELIVERY
5 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Sun-Thurs
5 p.m. to 12:30 a.m,, Fri. & Sat

251/253 Victoria Square
JAcrossJromJhe_ Post Office)

BUFFET SPECIAL"
FREE "FREE-FILL" CUP *
Come to Mazzio's Evening Pizza Buffet from
5-8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday
night and get a FREE "Free-Fill" Cup with
your Buffet Purchase.
Void with other offers.
1 coupon per customer.

"DELUXE COMBO"
$3.00 or $2.00 OFF

Use this coupon and get $3.00 off the price of a
large or $2.00 off the price of a Medium
Deluxe Combo Pizza.
Void with other offers.
1 coupon per pizza.

$2.00 or $1.00 OFF
Use this coupon and get $2.00 off the price of
any large or $ 1.00 off the price of any
medium pizza at Mazzio's.
Void with other offers.
1 coupon per pizza.
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Volleyball team suffers winless week
by Michael Dennis
staff writer
The Lady Tiger volleyball
team suffered a tough week
last week, losing three matches
straight. A highlight of the
week was Joy Fleming
reaching the 1,000-kill mark
in her career. Fleming stated,
"It's a good accomplishment. I
didn't realize it was gomg on
until afterwards; she said I
ot the 1,000-kill mark."
hen asked about the team's
play, Joy stated, "You can't
pinpoint the problem, but we
haven't been playing the type
of volleyball that we're
capable of playing." The
Tigers struck back with victories over Western Carolina
and Winthrop. After the Winthrop game, Joy said about
the win, "Tonight we got
everything back togetner
again."
The Lady Spikers traveled
to Columbia last Wednesday
to take on the Lady Cocks.
Like the earlier match, the
Lady Cocks prevailed. The
scores were 0-15, 11-15 and
12-15.
Last Friday the Lady
Tigers went on an all ACC
road trip. The first stop was

w

We've only just begun
Spirit Blitz '87 continues

in Chapel Hill. The Lady
Tigers carried a perfect three
and zero ACC record into Tar
Heel territory. It seemed the
Lady Tigers were still thinking about their loss to
Carolina, because they were
again defeated in three
games. The scores were 6-15,
8-15 and 10-15. This defeat
dropped the Lady Tigers' ACC
record to 3-1.
The next stop on the Lady
Tigers' trip was Durham. The
Lady Tigers contined to reel
as they were again defeated in
three games. The scores were
14-16, 13-15 and 7-15.
Coach Linda White had this
to say about her team's piay:
"We kind of hit a mid-season
slump early and we're hoping
that it is overwith now. We
played some really tough opponents. It wasn't a picnic."
White said, "We feel we could
have played better and we've
tried to put that behind us
and learn from what we did
wrong and be peaking at the
right time."
The Tigers started their
way back up Monday by defeating Western Carolina.
The scores were 10-15, 15-8,
15-5, 10-15, 15-8. The victory stopped the Lady Tigers'

three-game losing streak.
Wednesday night the Lady
Spikers played host to Winthrop College. The Lady
Tigers defeated the Lady
Eagles in three games. The
scores were 15-2, 15-4 and
15-10. The victory was the
Lady Tigers' second straight
and raised their overall record
to 17-12.
The Lady Tigers' remaining
games are all at home, concluding with the ACC Tournament. Coach White stated,
"We are hoping it [the homestand] will help us. We planned it tnis way, especially
since we are hosting the ACC
Tournament. We wanted the
majority of our matches at
home at the end, so when you
say you have a home court advantage, you really do."
Coach White said, "The
match Saturday is our most
important one. If we could
beat North Carolina State,
four teams would be tied going into the ACC Tournament."
The Lady Tigers play both
East Carolina and Auburn today at Jervey Gym. The East
Carolina match starts at
5 p.m. and the Auburn match
starts at 9 p.m.

the team to three second-half
touchdowns.
Williams had looked like a
hero in the second half
against NC State when he led
a near-miraculous comeback
effort against the Wolfpack.
And last Saturday the comeback wasn't quite as stunning, but it was a strong

showing by Williams nevertheless, after hearing the boos
of Tiger "fans" throughout
the season.
It was almost too good to
be true for Rodney as he fielded questions on the Tigers'
second-half dominance, while
Chris had to answer to the
Tigers' first-half problems.

$

Lady Tiger
Basketball
vs.
Australian
National
Team
5 p.m.

Men's
Basketball
vs.
Athletes
in
Action
7:30 p.m.

Trailing
from page 18

running the football.
Rodney Williams probably
couldn't help but sit on the
sideline and feel a bit content
seeing someone else suffer the
fate he had for the past 27
games. And when Williams
did come in to start the second half, he looked like the
Tigers' hero when he directed

*

*

*

Wednesday, Nov. 11
Littlejohn
Coliseum

*

*

FREE

*

*

*

DELIVERY

1978

Downtown Clemson
337 College Avenue

654-9340

sde
SOt!!
OFF —— OFF

ON ANY HALF SANDWICH

ON ANY LARGE SANDWICH:1

*

OFF

25*50*
OFF

OFF

ON ANY SALAD
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OFF
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NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTION

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHEH PROMOTION

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTION
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CHEAP AIR FARES

Cross country team wins ACC crown
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
Few people but Head Coach
Bill Cason thought the men's
cross country team had any
chance to beat the odds and
win the Atlantic Coast Conference cross country meet
last Saturday in Atlanta.
Despite going undefeated
through their first three
meets, having to face two
nationally-ranked teams in
the conference meet seemed
to put the Tigers at a disadvantage, but Cason's squad
dominated the ACC meet,
taking first place by 27 points
over 18th-ranked NC State.
"I felt that if we ran the
way we are capable of running, we could win it," said
Cason. Cason was also voted
Coach-of-the-Year in the ACC
as his team is now 4-0 on the
year.
NC State's Rob Henes won
the individual honors with a
time of 24:45.7, while the

Tigers' Yehezkel Halifa
finished third, only eight
seconds behind Henes, to lead
the Tigers. "We knew what
Halifa could do, but the surprise, I guess, was the pertormance of Larry Clark,'
Cason said.
Clark finished fifth in the
meet, while Dov Kremer. the
Tigers' top performer throughout the season, nmsned
seventh. "Dov had the flu,
but if it had not been for that,
he would have won it all,"
Cason said. Henrick Shov and
Shawn Brinton also finished
in the top 20 for the Tigers.
It was the Tigers' sixth
ACC championsnip in scnooi
history.
"Now we need to concentrate on getting people
qualified for the NCAA
meet," Cason said. "We have
had several good recruiting
years lately and we feel we are
a too 10 team this season."
The women's team finished
third on the same day behind

Thanksgiving • Christmas

All Airlines—All Destinations
11 Years in Clemson

SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
2 Locations
654-6125
Next to
Baptist Student Center

PL.T2 -u

Larry Clark

FOOD STORES

praised by coach

NC State and Wake Forest.
NC State, ranked 17th in the
country, placed all five of its
runners in the top 10 as they
cruised to the title by 17
points over Wake.
The Tigers, who had been
ranked fourth in the country,
placed Michelle Kalikin 16th,
Kris Salt 17th and Helen
Rogers 18th.

Rugby club defeats Greenville 16-4 in tournament
The Clemson Rugby Club
defeated Greenville 16-4 to
finish third in the state tournament this past weekend. It

was the first time the club
has placed in a state tournament.
Michael Minion, Brian

Tomlinson, and Mike Giuffreda
all scored for Clemson in their
impressive victory. The team
is now 3-3 on the year.

TIGER FAVORITES
BUD - SUITCASES - $10.99
NATURAL LIGHT-$9.99/ CASE
$

BUSCH- 7.99/CASE

(WE RESERVE KEGS) • 654-2907
233 PENDLETON RD. BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY

Soccer team
loses to Cavs
The Tiger soccer team lost to
the Virginia Cavaliers 1-0 in
Atlantic Coast Conference action last Sunday. Virginia's
Scott Harke scored the only
goal with 0:48 left to give his
team the victory.
The second-ranked Cavaliers
finished first in the ACC with
the win and received a bye in
the ACC tournament, which
started yesterday. The Tigers
finished fifth in the ACC with
the loss and faced North
Carolina yesterday. The loss
ended the Tigers' regular
season at 13-4-1. They are
ranked number 12 in the
latest soccer poll.

Old Timers'
Rugby—
"Old Boys
vs.
New Boys"
1 p.m.
tomorrow at
the Rugby
field.

Yfaidecx
of Clemson
Now accepting
applications

SENSING "WAT SHELDON MIGHT HAVE A SUSUT
EDSE IN THE Xfi MARKET, BIFF EEODES TO
BUY A ZENITH PERSOKAL COMPUTER .. .

Discover how Sheldon—the Computer Nerd—
gets the big bucks.
Why does Sheldon end up getting all the job
offers? Is it because he's got Einstein's IQ? No
way. But he does have the smarts to know all
about Zenith Data Systems.
Zenith Data Systems PC s and monitors are
not only great for college, they're also proThe Zenith Data Systems eaZy" pc
• Easy to operate... you
can be up and running
within minutes after
opening the box
• Tells you exactly what
to do with Microsoft's*
MS-DOS Manager
• A14" monochrome
monitor on a tilt-swivel
base
• Easy-to-use keyboard
• PC compatibility to run
virtually all MS-DOS software
• Special pricing on Microsoft* Works-an

grammed to take you straight into your career.
Now you can experience Sheldon's Computer Nerd success. And at great student prices!
Just check out the special offer below at your
Zenith Data Systems Campus Contact. Sheldon says it's definitely executive material!
Here's the Sheldon Special!

easy-to-use package of popular PC
applications—also
available with
purchase
• Perfect for students
on a budget and a
schedule!
Also available with
Dual ZW Floppy Disk
Drives; and 20MB
Hard Disk with Single
3W Floppy Drive.

Sin(le 720K 3- 1/Z" Flow, Dbk Drive
suggested retail price:
Special Student Price:

Mon.-Wed. 3-5
for part-time
help 10-12
hours a week.

Visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems
Campus Contact today:

YgNiTH

data
systems

Zenith Data Systems
5555 Oakbrook Parkway
1-800-237-7590

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'

* All Shifts ^r

654-8440
Next to
Wendy's

Ask about how you can qualify for easy monthly payments with a Zenith Data Systems Credit Card!
~1 ' ; " . .
,,
, rtn!w -- DurrKaiei throueh Zenith Contact(i) Sited above by students, faculty and staff (or their own use. No other discounts apply. Limit one personal computer and one monitor per
S'vl^any {"rf^-iod- Price, suttee, ,o change without notice.
C 19.7. Zenith Data System,
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Davis optimistic about women's basketball team
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
When Jim Davis took over
the women's basketball program last spring after the
resignation of Annie Tribble,
he saw a team that had a lot
of promise despite finishing
with a 7-21 record last
winter.
"I look at the program here,
and I guess the word that
comes to mind is potential,"
Davis said as he entered
Tigertown after a one-season
stint at Middle Tennessee
State, where he led the team
to a 19-8 record. Davis was
named the National Junior
College Coach-of-the-Year in
1984 for his efforts at Roane
State Community College in
Harriman, Tenn. He led the
Raiderettes to the National
Championship and a 27-2
record.
And he is looking to bring
his winning ways to the Lady
Tiger basketball program.
"They have a tremendous
commitment to developing
women's basketball here at
Clemson and hopefully we can
start winning some games,"
Davis said.

Basketball has
to be fun for the
people playing it. If
it isn't, then they
aren't going to excel.
Jim Davis
Women's Head
Basketball
Coach
"Basketball has to be fun
for the people playing it. If it
isn't, then they aren't going
to excel. We try to play a
game that is exciting for the
players and our fans. We like
to play the 94-foot game, one
that is fast-paced, but controlled."
Davis enters his first campaign at Clemson with the
tools to do just that. He has
nine letter winners back from
the '86-'87 club, plus a letter
winner back after a two-year
layoff, two Kodak Junior College All-Americans, a "USAToday" honorable mention
prep Ail-American, and an

outstanding point guard,
whom Davis believes is a
sleeper.
Cheryl Nix is the point
guard, and she should be the
catalyst for this year's team.
The senior averaged 10.8
points and 4.36 assists per
game last season. She also
finished second in the ACC in
free throw percentage with an
.828 figure.
Renee Williams is another
returning starter in the
backcourt, where she started
in 17 games last season and
averaged four points a game
and handed out 4.3 assists per
contest.
The center position will be
solid once again this season
with the return of Louise
Greenwood. "All I have heard
about is how good Louise can
be, but I believe she will start
to realize her potential with
some effort," Davis said. The
junior led the team in rebounds last season with an
8.8 per game figure. She also
averaged 11.2 points per
game, which ranked third on
the club.
"All of our seniors have
been doing commendable

jobs," Davis said. "They have
set the tone for the team,
which is important when we
are trying to change the attitude and have them take
good shots and be smart
about playing ball."
All-American candidate
Karen Ann Jenkins also
returns after leading the club
in scoring last season with 18
points per outing as a sophomore. She was an All-South
Carolina selection and finished
in the top nine in three ACC
categories, including scoring
(5th), field goal percentage
(7th) and rebounding (9th).
"We're not a very good
basketball team right now,"
said Davis. "I think we will
Davis said he expects the
ACC to be tough as always,
and said that it is going to
take some time for the team
to be competitive in the
league. "The ACC is top to
bottom one of the best
leagues in the country this
year," Davis said. "Virginia
is ranked in the top 10 in most
polls, Georgia Tech will have
the same starting lineup as
last season and Wake Forest
is always tough.

Jim Davis
women's head basketball coach

have a chance to do something
by the middle of the season.
It's going to take some patience by the fans and the
players. Our goal is to be better than we were yesterday."
"It's a matter of getting
them to know that they can
win. But that's just a matter
of time," Davis said.
The Tigers open their season over Thanksgiving at the
Georgia Southern Thanksgiving Tournament in Statesboro, Ga. They open up at
home against South Carolina
State on December 5 at 5 p.m.

MAKE PIZZA HUT®
PIZZA YOUR CHOICE
FOR

LUNCH

DINNER

ANYTIME

PERSONAL PAN PIZZA

PIZZA HUT® PAIRS

MEDIUM PIZZA AND
TWO SOFT DRINKS

$1.29

$10.99

plus tax

VALID ONLY AT CLEMSON
PIZZA HUT® RESTAURANT
FOR DINE IN OR CARRYOUT
MONDAY-SATURDAY
11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

ORDER ANY SINGLE
TOPPING PERSONAL
PAN PIZZA FOR
$1.29
DURING LUNCH
654-8692

HOURS
COUPON VALID FOR
UP TO 3 PIZZAS AT
$1.29 EACH, VALID
ONLY FOR DINE IN
OR CARRYOUT

$6.99

plus tax

ORDER YOUR FAVORITE
MEDIUM SINGLE-TOPPING
PIZZA AND TWO SOFT
DRINKS FOR JUST $6.99

TWO MEDIUM 13 " PIZZAS
WITH SINGLE TOPPING.
$1.29 FOR ADDITIONAL
TOPPING COVERS
BOTH PIZZAS.

AVAILABLE FOR DINE IN,
CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY

AVAILABLE FOR DINE IN,
CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY.
PHONE: CARRYOUT 654-8692
DELIVERY 654-8646
NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS

NO
COUPON NEEDED.
JUST ORDER AND
ASK FOR "PAIRS"

SH,.'iiiltiJ«fiUifl»Uil»riSi^u»ns;

AVAILABLE ONLY AT CLEMSON
PIZZA HUT* RESTAURANT.
OFFER VALID THROUGH 11/21/87

> aa»a itsittM -- 8;
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ORDER ANY
MEDIUM PIZZA
WITH SINGLE
TOPPING PLUS TWO
SOFT DRINKS FOR
ONLY
$6.99
AVAILABLE FOR
DINE IN, CARRYOUT
OR DELIVERY

KHMBiHBiHVSWi ■■mMHMMBHI

AVAILABLE ONLY AT CLEMSON
PIZZA HUT* RESTAURANT.
NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS
1/20 CENT REDEMPTION VALUE
© 1987 Pizza Hut, Inc. Expires 11/21/87

plus tax

CARRYOUT: 654-8692 DELIVERY: 654-8646
VALID ONLY AT CLEMSON PIZZA HUT*
NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS.
1/20 CENT REDEMPTION VALUE
EXPIRES 11/21/87 © 1987 PIZZA HUT, INC.
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UNC
from page 18

The key factor in the
Tigers' effort tomorrow will
be how well the defense
responds to the well-balanced
attack which the Tar Heels
have used so effectively this
season, and in particular, how
well they control quarterback
Mark Maye. Under Maye, the
ACC's third-rated passer, the
Tar Heels have been able to
move the ball well both on the
ground and in the air, averaging better than 190 yards per
game through the air and 180
additional yards on the
ground.
Part of the reason for the offense's strength lies in an offensive line that includes four
returning starters and
averages 275 pounds across
the front. Another is the
tandem of Randy Mariott and
Eric Lewis at flanker and
split end, respectively, who
have burned opposing secondaries for 53 catches, 923
yards, and seven touchdowns
between them. Together these
players form a group which
could present severe problems to a Clemson defense
that generally has some difficulty with well-balanced attacks and deep passing

threats.
However, if the Tigers can
keep Maye in check, it may be
a long day for the Tar Heel
backfield. Led by Michael
Dean "The Icebox" Perry,
who leads the team with 59
tackles, including 20 for loss
and eight quarterback sacks,
the Clemson defense remains
fourth in the nation in
rushing defense (70.3
yds./game) and second in
total defense (225 yds./
game).
On the other side of the
ball, the Tigers will face a
UNC defense which returned
nine starters from last year
and is currently third in the
ACC in total defense, giving
up 312.5 yds./game. Leading
the way has been strong safety Norris Davis, who has
scored five defensive
touchdowns (three interception returns and two blocked
punt returns), including a
26-yarder against Maryland
last weekend which put the
game away for the Heels.
Up front, the Tar heels have
received strong support from
All-ACC tackles Reuben Davis
and Tim Goad, as well as from
nose guard Carlton Bailey. If

the Tigers are to be successful
on offense, they will have to
control this group, which has
held the opposing offense
scoreless by the run for the
last 16 quarters.
The Tigers should be helped
offensively by the return of
Wesley McFadden, who missed last week's game with
Wake Forest because of a
dislocated thumb, but who is
expected to play this week.
Also encouraging is the improvmeent of quarterback
Rodney Williams, who returned to practice earlier this
week.
The biggest advantage of
the Tigers in the game should
be the special teams play. The
Tigers are currently ranked
second in the country in punt
returns with a 16.2 average
and have the nation's premier
field goal kicker in Daivd
Treadwell, who has been accurate on 15 of 18 attempts
this season.
"The bottom line, the only
thing we really care about, is
going up there and trying to
come out narrowly, or as
widely as possible, with a
win —a 'W' after four
quarters," Ford said.

5:32 left in the game as he
finished with 138 yards in 20
carries.
"We're disappointed that
we had the opportunity to win
the football game against a
very good football team, but
could not come up with the
big plays that it takes to do

it," said Wake Forest coach
Bill Dooley, as he saw his
team drop its third straight to
fall to 5-3.
"They wore us down, they
are big and strong, and they
kept pounding at us and
finally we just let the floodgates open," Dooley said.

Football
from page 18

with Terry Allen due to a
thumb sprain Wesley McFadden suffered in pregame
warmups. "We had been wanting to play Joe all along, but
he got his chance today,"
Ford said.
Henderson went 48 yards
for his next touchdown with

'The Tiger' will
hold elections for
entertainment
editor and office
manager Sunday,
Nov. 15, at
8 p.m. Call 2150
or stop by 906 of
the University
Union for more
information.
No experience
is necessary
to apply.

The look everyone wants
more fun loving
more flirtatious
created
by

0$
V*6A/1

196 Keowee Trail
(between Astro Theatre
and The Pantry—
formerly located
beside Hardee's)

654-5180
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Rootes excels in class and on field
by Rhett Berger
staff writer
When James Rootes was
recruited by the Clemson soccer program in 1984, he also
had an eye on other schools
like Duke, Central Florida
and George Mason. The Stone
Mountain High School team
captain and Georgia All-State
selection had several options.
However, Clemson Head
Coach I.M. Ibrahim made the
extra effort to see Rootes and
to offer him a scholarship.
Rootes called his brother
John, who played soccer at
U.N.L.V. and is now an
assistant coach at Clemson,
for advice about choosing a
college. Fortunately for Clemson, John suggested that
James play soccer for the
Tigers.
And Ibrahim has never
been sorry for making the offer to James. Rootes, a 510",
169-pound senior midfielder,
was an Academic AllAmerican in 1986 and promises to repeat in 1987. So far
this year, he has recorded
three goals and three assists.
Rootes has started in every
game this year and has now
started in the last 57 games
that he has played.
As a freshman, Rootes sat
out most of the 1984 National
Championship season. "It
was hard being the 'big thing'
in high school and then coming here and not playing
much because we had so
many seniors," Rootes said.
"Both Paul Carollo and I
thought about transferring.
It's hard to sit and watch
your team play when you're
not in there."

"SPIRIT BLITZ 87"

player profile
Rootes stuck it out through
his freshman year and won a
starting job in 1985. That
year he had two goals and
three assists. In 1986 Rootes
started in all 20 games. He
scored five goals and recorded
seven assists for a total of 17
points, the fourth-highest
total on the team. Rootes also
received Academic AllAmerican honors. During the
summer of 1987, Rootes and
1986 All-ACC backfielder
Paul Rutenis played in an
amateur league for the
Atlanta-based Data Graphics
soccer team, a team that
made it to the national finals.
This fall Rootes is an established leader on a Clemson
team that starts about five
freshmen per game. "We
[seniors] just try to show the
freshmen the way things are
supposed to be done," Rootes
said. "They are used to playing in games where you can
slack off. We just try to show
them that it's a 90-minute
game and you have to play
hard the whole time."
Rootes sets a good example
for his younger teammates by
his unselfish style of play. He
is the epitome of a team
player. "When I got here I
started to play more defensively and I gave the ball off
more," Rootes said. "I play
kind of hard-nosed."
Rootes developed his soccer
skills back home in Atlanta,
Ga. "My dad gave me an ultimatum to play soccer when I
was 10 years old because he
was going to coach," Rootes
said. John Rootes, James'

Nothing is as good
as Subway's fresh bread.

Presents

Lady Tigers Volleyball
229» Furman Paladins
Jamie Rootes
All-ACC performer
older brother, helped James
to mature as a player in high
school. "We played together
for hours on end," Rootes
said. "Playing against John
was how I really developed."
Rootes has had tremendous
success on and off the soccer
field. He gives much of the
credit to his family. "My
mom and dad have always
been real loose about everything," Rootes said. "They
never really pushed me. My
brother has been a major factor, especially athletically. He
has always supported me, and
it seems like he's got more interest in what I do than what
he does."
Rootes is a very rare athlete
academically. He has recorded
a 4.0 GPR in each of his last
two semesters in Marketing.
Obviously, Rootes has many
job opportunities waiting for
him after graduation. "I'm
hoping to get a graduate
assistantship somewhere;
maybe Clemson," Rootes
said. "I'd also like to get involved with Adidas or Umbro
as a marketing representative
and sell their equipment to
soccer programs."

Two fans will win two tickets to see the Atlanta Hawks
vs. Chicago Bulls basketball game on Tuesday, Nov. 10,
in Atlanta. PLUS one night's accommodations
compliments of the Atlanta Marriott Marquis
ALSO
Atlanta Hawks souvenirs
Chicago Bulls souvenirs
PLUS many other surprises

Don't miss
your only
chance to
win tickets
to see
Horace Grant
and Michael Jordan
this semester

i

ATLANTA^\Cl|TiDttj
MARQUIS

Monday, Nov. 9, 7 p.m.
JERVEY GYMNASIUM

